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Committee Submits Review Of Curriculum
On March 11, 1980, the Faculty tlon should explore "the connecvoted to establish an Ad Hoc Com- tions among fields of knowledge
mittee on Curriculum Review, and and between knowledge and its
charged it to report its finding to vises." Consistent with its funthe Curriculum Committee, for .sub-damental position that the Open
mission to the Faculty by April 1981.Curriculum with its free choice of
The Curriculum, for submission to elective* remains the educational
the Faculty by April 19H1. The Cur- model most amenable to the inriculum Commit tee will move adop- tellectual outlook and aspirations
tion of this report at the Faculty of Trinity faculty and students, the
committee has pondered the
meeting of May 12,1981.
Members of the Ad Hoc Com- challenge to both parties to exermittee are Andrew DeRocco, Dean cise this freedom responsibly— to
of the Faculty; Professors James the students in choosing etectives,
Bradley, Karl Hahertandt, Kenneth and to the faculty in deciding what
Lloyd-Jones, Michael Mahoney, to teach and how — in the sucBorden Painter (Chairman), August cessful pursuit of breadth,
Sapega, Robert Stewart, and stu< coherence, and applicability of
dents Thomas Hefferon, Joseph knowledge.
The committee is convinced
Troiano, and Ruth Watson (rethat this challenge can be met
signed, December 1980).
The following ii exerpledfrom the through si renewed commitment
committee's report, released to the to the wide range of currlcular options provided by the: Open CurFaculty last week:
riculum, including Freshman
REVIEW AND
Seminars, College Courses,
RECOMMENDA TIONS Guidelines Courses, Independent
Breadth and Coherence! Study, Intensive Study, and Open
Intellectual literacy
Semester. This is not to say that
Diversity of knowledge and nothing need change. In the most
breadth of perspective are the productive options change has
essence of liberal tearing and the already occurred, while for others
necessary consomitant of the that have fallen into disuse or lackcompetency of the m»- ed -.i fuir trial, rcvitali/ation or
*ttL««ss#,iiib«i«ai.ctiu,ca- replacement is required. The com-.

Class Officers
May Appear Again
by Mary Ann Corderman
and
Peter Stinson
The Trinity Alumni Association
has recently recommended to the
Administration that the class officer program be reinstituted. The
association's proposal, citing a
need for greater class integrity,
goes before the S.G.A. tonight at
10:(X) in Hamlin Hall.
In a letter to Jim Pomeroy,
President of ihe S.G.A., dated
April 21, 1*181, Vice President
Thomas Smith outlined the administration's stand on the class
officer program. "I am writing to
request S.G.A, assistance in setting
up a structure of class officers
(President,
Vice
President,
Secretary, T r e a s u r e r ) in each
class,"
Smith also detailed their duties,
which would be to plan and
organize class functions, organize
workers for development office
phonothons, plan and organize
inter-class competitions, and
establish class agents and other
systems to continue after commencement.
Smith also let it be known in the
letter that the Alumni Office, the
National Alumni Association
Executive
Committee,
and
President Lockwood would like to
see a strong class officer program.
George Lynch, President of the
National Alumni Association,
wrote to Pomeroy, in a tetter dated
April 28, 1981, that the Executive
Committee "feels strongly that
these elections should be held this
*i>rti»f so that the officers .may
-commence their work otwl

upon return . to
e*mpt» in tB<s fail," He « i » wrote.

"The reestablishment of class
officers is but one of a number of
suggestions which we believe will
lead to a greater sense of class
identity and renewed spirit at
Trinity."
On Saturday, May 2, the National
Alumni Association's Executive
Committee met in a regularlyscheduled meeting to discuss the
class officer program and other
agenda items. The Committee was
approached by two students,
Elizabeth Davis and Nancy Adams,
both freshmen, who wanted to
understand the Committee's
ideology behind the class officer
program.
As Lynch detailed at the
continued on page 5

mlticc has given particular con- Independent Study
Another feature of the 1969 cursideration to the following:
riculum that has undergone a
F r e s h m a n Seminar
One of the most successful cur- remarkable revision is Indepenrleular options, not least for the dent Study — including Open
advisory role of the instructor in Semester and the Individualized
most students' freshman and Interdisciplinary Major — originalsophomore years, the Freshman ly devised to offer special oppor.Seminar has evolved into quite a tunities to .study outside, as well as
different creature from its within, the area of concentration.
.••prototype. It is now more struc- In its original form It survives
tured and used as an opportunity mostly as a departmental option
for improving communication for advanced majors, and a recent
skills, hut there is an increasing study by Professor Kirkland sugtendency for the seminars to ap- gests the need Tor stimulation of
proximate conventional depart- broader participation by both
mental offerings. The committee faculty and students. On the other
therefore recommends reaffirms- hand, internships, especially as
lion of those aspects of the redefined by recent Faculty action
Freshman Seminar Program that and other external programs propromote awareness of the vide a variety of new options for
academic opportunities of the majors and non-majors alike. InOpen Curriculum, emphasize • dividual Interdisciplinary interest
method in learning as well as con- is further served by various intertent, encourage the individual stu- disciplinary programs instituted
dent's personal growth, and per- since 1969: American Studies, Biomit faculty to experiment with ap- chemistry,
Comparative
proaches and subject matter dif- Literature, Computer Coordinate,
ferent from those which Intercultural Studies, Urban and
characterize their regular depart- Environmental Studies.
mental courses. In fact, there has Intensive Study
been enthusiasm among members
Conceived as an opportunity to
of the committee for making a
permit
groups of students to purparallel offering avail-able to
sue
a
particular
topic or related
seniors as a unique culminating extopics
for
a
semester
under the
perience outside the major.
direction of an individual instrucv
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tor (or to take concurrently three
courses and an. integrating seminar
supervised by the instructors m
the courses), the Intensive Study
option depended on the isolated
interest of a few faculty members.
These experiments, all but forgotten by the late seventies, have
recently been revived on a more
or less regular basis by individual
faculty who have found the Barbieri Center/Rome Campus a congenial and productive setting for
such a unique experience in integrated learning. Perhaps more
would be undertaken under
similar conditions of encouragement and support,
Guideline Courses
The fate of Guideline Courses
has been one of almost total
neglect. In order to assure a student's knowledge and competence in a variety of academic
fields, the Faculty established four
Guideline Areas to be used by student and advisor In planning the
non-major course of study. The
four, which Intentionally overlapped departmental boundaries and
the traditional division of the
Faculty into Humanities, Arts,
Natural Sciences and Social
Sciences were:
a. Language and Other Symbolic Systems
continued on page 4
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Tom Hefferon [second from right] and Lisa Doitohuc [tight], student representatives on the
Presidential Search Committee, conducted a Cave Discussion on the search last Friday. The
consensus among those students present was that the committee should Invite the final candidates to,
campus to meet the Trinity community.
photo by Mary Ann Corderman

Who Invited Those Dormitory Ants?

faculty, and students, indeed even
of the ants themselves. The Tripod
feels that the problem has become
grave enough to warrant a thoWith the advent of spring and its rough investigation of the matter.
consequential increase of foliage, Interviews with various adand especially of the ivy plants, the ministrators, faculty, and students
infestation of ants, thief ants, of the provide an overall perspective to
Trinity campus has become a this most serious matter on
major concern of administrators, campus.
by Denbe D'Agoattno,
Mary Ann Corderman,
and Peter Stlnson

Inside The Tripod
Editorial
News Can Be Factual Yet Provocative.,.

Arts
Bravo for "Dancescapes"

Sports
Women's Lax Continue Their Rampage ,
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According to W. Howie Muir,
Director of Admissions, no ants
have actually applied to Trinity;
yet many have attended group
interviews with the Admissions
staff.
Anne M. Zartartan, Director of
Financial Aid, has stated that in
their new office, only fifty or sixty
ants have visited to discuss aid
packages. So far, no ants have
qualified for aid due to the fact that
they have not filed Federal Income
Tax forms.
The ants have not registered,
believes Joanne M. Miller,
Registrar, because the registration
cards are kept vertically in the
office and the ants are unable to
write on the cards.
"Trinity College does not have
an ant problem," noted Michael J.
Schweighoffer,
Director of
Campus Security, "but the ants
have a People problem."

The College has not, according
to Marilyn Denny, Director of
Institutional Affairs, received, to
the best of her knowledge, any
applications for the position of
President of the College due to the
fact that advertisements were not
placed in the appropriate act
publications.
Thomas A. Smith, Vice
President of the College, has said
that the ants are "thief ants," and
they come with the masonry, He
stated, "We are studying the
feasibility of appointing a committee to study the feasibility of
tearing down the older stone
buildings, drenching the nibble
with chlordane, thus ridding the
College of its population of thief
ants."
Director of Residential Services
Kristina B. Dow believes that
fumigating during the academic
continued on page 3
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Students Prefer Mather
Renovation Over House
by Peter Stinson
More than twenty concerned
students met last Friday with
Thomas Smith, Vice-President of
the college and Wayne Asmus,
Director of Mather Campus Center,
to discuss the current plans for the
Srudent House and for the renovati i of Mather.
>ening the meeting, Smith
stated that the administration
wants to use space on campus,
including Mather and other facilities, to the best student advantage.
He said that at the present time

two-million dollars has been
budgeted for the renovation of
Mather and other student facilities
on campus.
Smith outlined the various needs
which must be fulfilled in any
renovation of Mather.
These
included making the building fully
accessible to the handicapped, and
more energy efficient. He also
made reference to the various
services which would most likely be
affected in any renovation of Mather, including the kitchen, dining
facilities, Cave, and various stu-

Shinkman Honored
As National Fellow
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participate in programs of signifiby Margaret Henderson
The Association of American cance in American higher educaColleges (AAC) recently named Dr. tion; obtain broad but intensive adChristopher Shinkman, Director of ministrative experience which will
Career Counseling, a national fel- increase their versatility on camlow. He will reside in Washington, pus; work with a wide variety of
D.C., the Association's national educational leaders throughout the
office, for three months while country; and gain exposure to the
working as a professional senior research and funding sources in the
staff member and pursuing a nation's capital."
The Association covers certain
project of his own.
According to Shinkman, the fel- travel and relocation experiences
lowship experience benefits the and provides a cost of living
fellow, the Association and the stipend, but the fellow continues to
home institution. He regards the receive all salaries and benefits
In
fellowship project as an opportuni- from the home institution.
ty to "recharge his batteries" effect, Shinkman will be on a short
during "a mini sabbatical." The leave of absence from May IT until
Association benefits from the fel- mid-August. Fellows may pursue a
low's project, which carries on its project for three months to one
work. The program, moreover, year. Shinkman will work with one
enhances the fellow's versatility, other fellow, A psychology profeswhich rebounds to Trinity's faculty. sor from Memphis State UniverDuring his six years employment sity.
Shinkman is "extremely pleased
at Trinity, Shinkman has concentrated his time on placing students to be going to D.C." He graduated
in the private sector, which he from Thiel College, Greenville,
describes as "Fortune500 places." Pennsylvania, and later received a
He feeJs that he knows Jess about Masters degree in Counseling from
the public and non-profit sectors, Westminster College in Pennsylhowever. While in Washington, vania. Shinkman then worked at
Shinkman hopes to examine the his alma mater as an admissions
transition of liberal arts under- and placement officer.
graduates working in the govern- Having earned his Ph.D., Shinkment (federal, state and locat), man joined the faculties of Cornell
social services, education and na* University and Johns Hopkins until
he joined Trinity in the fall of 1975.
tional associations.
Shinkman expects to publish a
Shinkman believes that he has
journal article or pamphlet based enjoyed working at Trinity the
on research from the project.
.most. "It's been the best experiThe Association's program sets ence I've had. The students are so
four objectives for the fellows: "to nice and bright."

dent organizations, starting with
new offices for WRTC.
Smith also commented that at
the present time, it would be more
beneficial for the college to renovate Mather as a whole, rather than
refurbish it and another building on
campus as a Student House. The
majority of students in attendance
agreed, saying that if Mather could
be renovated in such a way as to
fulfill all of the students' needs, a
separate Student House would not
be necessary.
Laura Clay, who has been a
"driving force" behind the Student
House idea, said that Mather's
image on campus would greatly
improve, once it is a working
student union.
Asmus said that he would personally like to see an extension
built on Mather. However, with
the funds that are now budgeted,
there is nopossibility for an addition. He did not feel that with
outside funding there was a chance
that enough capital could be raised
to provide for an addition.
There was a general consensus
at the meeting that the main
consideration in renovating Mather
is to provide as much multi-purpose space as possible that could
be set-up for almost any activity.
Suggestions included ideas for
informal meeting and study rooms,
and a cafe-style snack bar on the
second floor.
A good deal of the meeting
revolved around specific suggestions of students, such as where to
relocate the Pub and whether or not
it somehow could be connected to
the Cave (snack bar):
Asmus
responded that the specifics would
have to wait for awhile, until an
architectural firm had been hired.
Efforts have been ma
the services' of'ari "af
noted. Until such a time as these
specifics can be wrestled with,
there is a need to determine exactly
what Services Mather should contain, Asmus stated.
Asmus suggested that two or
three students, who are familiar
with Mather and its services work
with the administration and the
architect to help draw up plans.
Ideally, these students would report back to the student body
regularly.

AIESEC Meets
At Carbone's
by Peter Stinson, Esq.
On April 29, forty-five students, faculty members, and local businessmen met at Carbone's Restaurant for an hour and a half of
good food and good discussion. The lunch was sponsored by the
Trinity chapter of AIESEC and the Dexter Corporation, a Hartfordbased firm which supports the Trinity chapter of AIESEC.
AIESEC, the International Association of Business and Economics
Students, is, as its name states, international. There are chapters
in fifty-five countries, with more than sixty chapters in the United
States. AIESEC strives to give its members early entry and experience in the world of business, both domestic and international.
Students from all four classes at Trinity were present at the noontime luncheon, as were Administrators and faculty, including James
English and Clyde McKee, and people from the local business sector,
such as Pamela Partridge from the Hartford National Bank and
Merly Leidenberg from the Equator Bank.
Talk during the Cocktail hour and lunch centered around internships and politics, but it was primarily business-oriented.
The meal itself started with a tossed salad (choice of Blue cheese
or Italian dressing) and Suave Bolla (white wine). Both the salad and
the wine, however, were too dry for the likings of this reviewer.
In the conversations between the diners, facts and theories were
presented on all sides. Michael Flis of Mosely, Hallgarten, Estabrobk
& Weedon, Inc., Hartford, fielded the little-known fact that Hartford
has more stock brokerages per capita than any other city in the world.
Clyde KcKee, Associate Professor of Political Science at Trinity,
stated a widely-publicized opinion that Reagan's economic policy
stresses growth and deregulation, when actually with growth there
should be regulation.
The main course was tender boneless chicken breast. Superb.
The fried egg plant that passed around- the table shortly after was
excellent in its own right. So far, Carbone's was batting about ten
thousand percent over the typical Wednesday Saga affair.
Here over plates of steaming hot food (good food,at that), Trinity
students were establishing ties with the business community. Following
the main course, Burt Szala, the President of Trinity's AIESEC
chapter welcomed the guest speaker Mike Farmer from the National
Council of AIESEC.
Farmer gave a short presentation to the assembled diners which
was mainly directed to the men and women from the various businesses. It was, as Farmer admitted, a sales pitch for AIESEC. The
item that he was selling was dedicated, hard working, dynamic students; all the qualities which he felt can be found in an AIESEC
intern..
Farmer's talk began with Plato's Parable of the Cave. According
AIESEC participates in that can help sponsor businesses and
participating students. These include foreign intern exchanges,
seminars, management training and various other programs.
As F -ner noted in his closing statements, AIESEC students
are a cos. efficient way to get things done. The basic framework of
an academic education is a means towards the bottom line, he reiterated.
Reimer Clausen, an exchange intern from Germany, said that he
thought that the best thing about AIESEC was the international
exchange program. As Clausen said, "this difference (between cultures) is very important to the person experiencing the change.'
AIESEC is international and to this end should be used effectively."

Announcements
Honors Day

Senior Women
1

The annual Honors Day cermony will be held at 1:30 p.m. on
Friday, May 15. This is a day when
many prizes and other awards are
presented to the student body by
various departments. Most of the
prizes are described on page 209 of
the Catalogue. Students interested
in any awards should contact
appropriate department or faculty
members that, are indicated.

€ksmm®ne®m®iit
Trinity parents who will need
hotel reservations for Commencement Weekend should make
their reservations soon. A list of
area hotels and motels, with room
rates, can be obtained from the
Front Desk at Mather.
Thanks.

Workers
Workers are needed to help set
up and take down for both the
Spring Weekend Dance and the
Concert. If interested, please
contact Mary Darby, 246-1786, Box
88. Workers will be paid by the
hour.

Senior Women: If you are planning
to move to Boston after graduation
and will be needing an apartment
and roommate, please contact me
to discuss possibilities. Box 1018, or
246-9039.

stress the use of photography and
other field methods. For complete
description see Courses of Instruction. Since enrollment is
limited, students-should make their
interest known as soon as possible
to Norman Miller, Ext. 387, or to
Louise Fisher, Ext. 470.

~ une grande reunion. Tenue de
soiree recommandee mais jeans acceptes. Venez nombreux et amenez
tous vosamis qui parlent francais.

Cinema ItaneaSs

d'un court debat a Jackson.
Rendez-vous done mardi soir a 7:15
ou 9:00 a 1'entree du cine-studio.
Benedicte

EROS

Le dortoir francaise vous invite a
You know what is happening.
aller voir deux films au cine-studio
But in just three weeks you'll be
mardi 5: "Coup de Tete" et surtout
back home. And how long will it
Summer lob Available
Are you
"Mon Oncle D'Amerique," un des
take next semester before you
looking for a job where you can set
meillurs films du cinema francais
decide to deal with it? Box 1373.
your own schedule, work 10 hours
Professor Elizabeth Kincaid- 1980. Les deux seances seront suivis
a week, and earn $3.50 to $3.75 an Ehlers of the English Department
hour? Do you like to work with will talk on "The Crying Margery
animals? This summer [May 26- Kempe: The Impulse Toward
August 31] there Is an excellent Autobiography" in Austin Arts 320
There arc still on-campus jobs available for the summer. NOT
opportunity for you In the at 4:15 on Thursday, May 7. All are
all require work-study eligibility. Many are FULL-TIME. Contact
Psychology Department here at welcome. Refreshments will be
the Financial Aid Office for details.
Trinity. If yon would like to be the served.
Alumni Office - clerical assistant
Lab Animal Caretaker, please
Biology - animal caretaker
contact Professor Klrkland at
Central Services - general helper
extension 401 or Tom Eld at 524Development Office - office assistant
5158 or box 110. Previous efFinancial Aid - clerical assistant
Wanted:
A
female
roommate
for
perience is not necessary.
Ferris Athletic Center - tennis court supervisor
a three-person cooking unit who
Ferris door guard
will definitely be going away
clerk-typist for Natinal Youth Sport
Spring semester. Call 249-3891 or
Program
524 0672.
The Sociology Department
teaching assistant NYSP
offers The People of Rome: A
secretary All-Sports Camp
Comparative View at the Barbieri
Pour feter la fin du semestre, le
Center Rome Campus in the dortoir francaise organisera Jeudi
Psychology Lab- animal caretaker
Spring term 1982. The program will soir (le 7) a Jackson — chambre 223
Registrar's Office- freshman course coordinator

Job

Renaissance
Talk

Summer Jobs

Roommate
. Wanted

isrttengSv® Study

Grand® Soiree

i

•V
i .
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Dante Joins Campo In
Medieval And Renaissance Talk
by Sharon Ann Simoni
"Legs and Links: Dante's Use of
Integrative Devices in the Divine
Comedy" was the topic of a talk
given by Dr. Michael Campo, Professor of Modern Languages. The
talk, given on Thursday, April 30
was just one of a series of talks
sponsored by the Medieval and
Renaissance Studies Program,
which is organized annually by
Reverend Dr. liorden Fainter, Professor of History.
According to Painter, the* purpose
of these talks is to make .students
aware of what the faculty is doing.
Painter feels that students have
many opportunities to hear about
work being done by people outside
the college who may come to talk,
but rarely do students hear about
what their own professors are doing,
therefore, by scheduling these talks,
Painter hopes to keep the students
informed.
The importance of legs as a literary device in Dante's work,
especially in Hie INFKRNO, is an
area of special interest to
Campo
. This "love" has caused
Campo to study the work and the
interpretations by others of the
work.

The passage from the Inferno
that Campo was referring to in his
lecture concerned a visitation to Hell
by two outsiders, in which one of
the two visitors acts as narrator.
Dante interprets Hell as a place
where sinners go and are each placed
upside down in wells where they
are fated to burn in agony eternally.
Satan is depicted as having one
head with three faces. In the mouths
of two of the faces Brutus and;
Cassius hang with their upperbodies hanging out, and from the*
third mouth Judas' legs are protruding.
Campo explained that in earlier
cantos Dante describes the visitors'
reactions upon seeing the legs of
Pope Nicholas, who is described as
being situated like Judas' protruding legs situation. The description
(which is written in Italian), contains
the three rhyming words rotto, sottu
and fa mottu. [n the previous description of Judas, there were three
similar rhyming words .searioMo,
sotto, and non fa motto.
Campo believes that Dante meant
these two passages to show the direct
parallel between Judas' and Pope
Nicholas' causes of their punishments. Judas was one of the twelve
apostles who betrayed Christ, and

Pope Nicholas had been sinful as a
pope. Campo believes that Dante
wanted to emphasize the link between the both of them 'prostituting
the church' by not only depicting
both with protruding legs, but also
by using similar rhyming words, in
their description of their like fates.
Campo gave other examples of
Dante's literary uses of legs and links
to a small but interested audience.
The talk was easy to follow even for
the person unfamiliar with the
Divine Comedy. Campo also discussed his intentions of writing an
article on his interpretations that
Dante's use of similar rhyme in the
two passages was intended to show
the link between Judas and Pope
Nicholas which at this time is still
unpublished.

Volunteers Named
For Information
Arc you concerned about the "Crow Incident?" Do you know
something about sexual harassment on this campus, but have been
afraid to say anything? There are people who are willing to listen
and to keep your confidences confidential and nnonoinous. The
following list of faculty members are waiting for your calls. Feel free
to seek them out.
Kaja Silverman (English Dept.)
Noreen Channels (Sociology Dept.)
Frank Kirkpatrick (Religion Dept.)
John Gctticr (Religion Dept.)
Richard Lee (Philosophy Dept.)
Christine Sadowski (Sociology Dept.)
Jack Chalfieid (History Dept.)
Marilyn Denny (Director of Institutional Affairs)
Elizabeth Kincaid-Ehlers (English Dept.)
Roger Shoemaker (Theatre Arts Dept.)
Johnetta Richards (History Dept.)
Dcbra Bergstrand (Math Dept.)

Quality Of Life In '80sPredicted

(Washington, D.C.) America Commission for a National Agenda
must choose during the next ten for the Eighties states in a report
years between making certain short- made public here today, the country
term sacrifices to achieve more must be prepared to "adjust its exrapid economic growth and accep- pectations accordingly."
ting slower growth.
One of nine panels of the PresiIf America is to accept "the dent's Commission, the Panel on
various implications of slower the Quality of American Life was
growth," a panel of the President's chaired by Matina Homer, President of Radcliffe College.
In its report to the President and
the Congress, the panel examines
tensions between the expectations
(international relations and econo- government, the military, and
nurtured by the rapid growth of the
mics), his involvement in the Word academia. Also included among the post-war era, and the new realities
Affairs Association, and his general lectures was former hostage Bruce of the 1980's — including resource
interest in international affairs. Laingen.
shortages, slower economic growth,
Gastmann, himself invited as an ofand new demographic trends, It
Maccaron
reported
the
major
conficial observer, was one of four
points out that basic choices are
cern
of
the
conference
to
be
the
professors to attend.
allocation of scarce resources necessary because two highly
In preparation for the conference,
through the world, particularly oil desirable goals — rapid economic
each attending student was assigned
and other "strategic" resources, growth and a society that offers a
a specific nation within a general
that are vital to the United States. high quality of life are, in certain
urea, about which he must write a
This concern stems from the fact respects, incompatible.
ten page paper concerning its re- ;
The panel observes that because
that these resources have such a
source situation. Discussion at the
great affect on United States foreign "it is politically unpopular to talk
conference was held in round table
of tradeoffs and sacrifices, hard
policy.
format, consisting of fifteen students
choices are not often addressed
at each table.
Each year, Trinity provides the directly."
There were two sessions per day, funds enabling one of its students
In the decade ahead, however,
each two hours long, over the four
to attend the conference, and Mac- the report continues, "it will be
day period. Justin's assigned topic
carone feels strongly that it should crucial for a number of institutions
for discussion was how the resources continue to do so in the future. and leaders to undertake this difand economic and political integraHe considers the conference to be ficult task. Americans must be
tion of Europe in general, and Italy
"a good forum for the exchange of more adequately informed and
in particular, will affect United
ideas" and " a way to put to use many more must be involved in the
States foreign policy.
what has been learned in College." decision-making process."
The remainder of the conference
Finally, Maccarone remarked about
Among the steps to upgrade
consisted of lectures and panel
the conference, "It has been one public discussion of national
discussions by persons with varying
of the best experiences I've gotten choices in major public areas, the
perceptions of foreign affairs, from
panel recommends development of
out of College."

Senior Journeys To Annapolis
by Nancy Funk
Justin Maccarone, a senior at
Trinity, was privileged to attend
the Naval Academy Foreign Affairs
Conference, held annually at the
Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, from April 21-24. This year's
topic of discussion was entitled
"World Resource Diplomacy and
the United States Foreign Policy."
^^A^jj^^mKUj^vun-cm one, the

**9ISiiiptrrpcwWTNWonTerence was1'
to allow an exchange of views
amongst students throughout the
nation with a similiar background
and interest in foreign affairs. A
secondary purpose was to facilitate
an exchange of views between civilians and the military. Most students at the conference were international relations majors; some
foreign students also attended.
Dr. Albert Gastmann, a political
science professor at Trinity, was contacted by the Naval Academy and
requested to choose a student to
attend the conference. He chose
Maccarone on the basis of his major

a series of television programs
devoted to "a broad discussion of
the nation's critical choices for the
1980's."
Noting widespread concern about
whether existing pension systems
will be able to provide adequately
for a growing elderly population in
the I98O's and beyond, the panel
underscores the importance of anticipating the effects of the aging of
the population.
Over the past decade, the report
observes, "the American family has
undergone a dramatic transformation." Entry of women into the
labor force in growing numbers",
the report states, "will necessitate a
variety of new arrangements and
programs to help them carry the
traditional burden of caring for
children and older people."
While all child care decisions
must be left to the descretion of individual families, the report states,
"there are some steps the government can take — including an increase in federal funds targeted for
child care for low-income families,
expansion of the child care tax
credit, and increased funding for
Head Start and preschool programs
under Public Law 94-142."

Because discussions of quality of
life frequently focus on individual
well-being, the panel points out,
many Americans overlook the importance of "a well-ordered community where citizenship implies a
recognition of mutual interests, a
shared concern for community
welfare, and a willingness to contribute to the well-being of that
wrecked by Tina Dow such as the community,"
time she sprayed Raid on his
It is particularly important, the
friends, thereby mortally wounding
report states, "that new opporthem.
tunities be created to give young
Smith's recent
disclosure, people a sense of meaningful parconcerning ridding the College of ticipation and to cultivate the values
ants by tearing down the older of citizenship that are essential in
buildings, caused the Ant to ex- order to maintain a coherent
claim, "Oh Lord! Anticide is democratic society."
inhuman.
Initiatives suggested by the panel
In maintaining that the ants are a include establishment of a
tradition, the ants conducted an "multifacited youth service pro-'
Awareness of Ants seminar at the gram." To that end, the report calls
recent Awareness Day activities. for "creation of a national commisNo humans attended, however, sion to conduct a comprehensive inThe poor attendance was at- quiry into public service programs
tributed to the Tripod'i failure to as a significant component of the
note the Ant's addition to the educational experience of the naseminar listings.
tion's youth."

Seabury Ant Discusses Quality Of Life At Trinity
continued from page I
year is next to impossible. Dow also
noted that the ants do not go
through the housing lottery to
obtain placement on campus.
"Ants have not attended S.G.A.
meetings," commented James B.
Pomeroy, President of the S.G.A.,
"However, two ants hold positions
on the Steering Board. The reason
for this is that they make up a large
enough contingent of the Trinity
community to warrant representation," he stated.
Alan Musgrave, Instructor of
Philosophy declared, "Ants are
BeautifuM'*"Musgrave has noticed
that many ants attend his classes
but believes they are auditing
rather than taking classes for
credit.
"Ants are among my most faithful." Musgrave also said. "They sit
in nice, neat, little rows and listen
to everything I say." The ants seem
h

»PPy to study any area of
Philosophy,
The Tripod has learned from a
confidential source ibm there h<w«
*
u&ftuthorked' «nt entries, in

student rooms on campus, Such
gravities have provoked many a
student to a fit of frustration.
James B. Moore III, a resident of
Goodwin 25, revealed to the
Tripod the fact of a recent student
kidnapping. Moore explained that
his roommate was dragged "almost
all the way out of the room" by
ants. This occurred at approximately 3:00 a,m. sometime
early last week. This may have
been a result, Moore surmised,
from the grape jelly on his
roommate's leg.
Freshman student Steven M.
Schutz, who resides in Jarvis, has
disclosed to the Tripod that he
does not like hard peanut butter.
The only way to prevent the ants
from infesting his peanut butter is
to refrigerate it, thus causing it to
become hard. Schutz is irate at this
lack of inconsideration for his
peanut butter preferences.
Many remedies have been
devised" in order to rid the campus
of ants. Meg Goodwin, a member
of the sophomore doss who lives in
North Campus (but lived last year
to, Jarvis), found that spreading
crushed red pepper around her

room has satisfactorily alleviated
the problem.
"It's a little hard on the nasal
passages, but it sure beats hard
peanut butter," Goodwin stated.
Wayne J. Asmus, Director of
Mather Campus Center and
Advisor for Student Affairs, said
that one way to get rid of the ants is
to set ant traps, but he has always,
had problems setting the springs.
In fairness to the ants who reside
at Trinity College, the Tripod has
conducted an interview with The
Seabury Ant oJf "Ragtime" notority.
At the time of the interview, the
Ant was still recovering from the
fraternity party he had attended
the night before. "I almost got
stepped on at the party," the
perturbed Ant cried. "People were
so inconsiderate, I just missed
being drowned in beer."
The Ant, who resides in Seabury
27, is a sixteenth-generation
Seabury ant, and despite his
seniority, was wait-listed in the last
housing lottery he participated in.
"It was a tramatic experience"
because he then had to live outside.
The Ant told of the housing horrors

Although the ants do not
regularly attend classes, the Ant
has taken a Free University course.
Also, the Ant stated that he has
taken a course on Antistotle from
Alan Musgrave. The Ant noted
that he would like to establish
Antipolis, an ant farm based, on the
ideal state.
The Ant closed by saying that
the ants on campus would like the
Trinity community to realize that
ants are a Trinity tradition.

The report also discusses the need
for a better system of social reporting that would give both the
American public and national
policy makers a better sense of progress toward goals that are not
measured by economic indicators.
This would include a more
systematic evaluation of trends in
the nation's health, personal safety,
education, working conditions, and
opportunities for the use of leisure
time, including the arts and
humanities.
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Open Curriculum Preferred By Committee
continued from page 1
Man's Interaction with
the Natural World
c. Man's Social institutions
d. Forms of Culture.
Existing departmental offerings
could be designated as Guideline
Courses, but the 1969 Curriculum
Revision Committee specifically
urged the creation of new courses
of a non-traditional, interdisciplinary or mukidisciplinary
sort, designed to serve the nonspecialist. In fact, in its final report
several topics were suggested for
each area.
In 1970-71, the Bulletin included a list of suggested courses comprised for the most part of depart- .
mental lower level and prerequisite offerings. But even this
table was not printed thereafter,
and by 1973 an independent study
indicated that although Trinity
students continued to. elect a
broad distribution of non-major
courses, the Guideline Areas were
not being observed.
The situation at present is much
the same. Departmental listings
abound in courses available to
non-majors, but few departments
provide electives specifically for
non-majors, and only one
designates Guideline Courses by
name. On the other hand,
although the elimination of basic
distribution requirements in 1969
resulted in an average increase of
only about three courses per student in the major area (of the total
36 required' for graduation),
analysis of student records for the
subsequent decade by the President's office indicates that this additonal concentration has been
matched by a corresponding
decrease in the number of courses
taken by students of the
humanities stncl the aci^s in
mathematics and the natural
sciences. This finding would seem
to support the common perception among faculty consulted by
the committee that humanities and -arts majors tend to be scientifically
"illiterate," but there is also
evidence for deficiency in exposure to the arts on the part of
students of mathematics, the
natural sciences, and the social
sciences — and to the social
sciences on the part of students of
mathematics, the natural sciences,
and the arts.
b.
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Thus, it seems appropriate for
the Faculty to consider whether
the Guideline Areas .should be
revived — either in their old form
or under some new guise — and
promoted, in accordance with
their original rationale: first, as an
acceptable general context within
which student and adviser can
plan a coherent and comprehensive program of-study in the nonmajor area, and, second, as an opportunity for faculty, individually
and in cooperative ventures, to
demonstrate to students the ways
in which their professional interests and personal attachments
are bound up with a larger world
of human culture, science and
technology, and social and
political institutions.

• Vr

Guideline Courses (or their
replacements) might, then, represent a special outreach to stimulate
and inform an intelligent nonprofessional audience. Ideally,
many would be interdisciplinary
or multidisciplinary ventures
focusing on subjects of mutual interest, viewed from different intellectual perspectives. Alternatively, "clusters" or related sequences of courses might be
developed.
The standing Curriculum Committee seems the obvious instrument for effecting such a review
and defining
appropriate
guidelines — whatever their name
and nature — to assist in planning
coherent and comprehensive

faces a dilemma: either to give less major, which remains the only readvice and undercut the system or. quirement mandated by the Open
to maintain a proper level of ad- Curriculum. However, the comvice and take away from time mittee strongly believes that stuspent on reading, research and dent course selections in the major
preparation for teaching. Under and beyond should achieve better
these circumstances, it is all too breadth and coherence. In order
College Courses
These offerings were to be "exr- easy to neglect advising students to achieve these goals the committraordinary non-departmental after the Freshman year and to tee recommends that departments
courses, reflecting the current yield to the temptation to sign be requested to define a "Cognate
scholarly interests" of a faculty course cards tacked on the door Area" consisting of courses in
other departments, . and to inmember — which could range without prior discussion.
The committee concludes that troduce a "Senior Exercise"
beyond his or her professional
academic discipline — or a timely although the current system is within the major.
"response to student interest in sound, it needs strengthening. Cognate Area
The committee considered two
subjects which are not encompass- With that in mind we recommend
ed within the traditional depart- a faculty Advising Committee to interpretations of the concept of
mental categories." Overall, an supplement the work of individual breadth: breadth defined as
average of six or more has been of- advisers and to accept responsibili- "knowledge and competence in a
fered each year, but since 1977, ty for regular and systematic variety of academic fields"
due to departmental staffing review of the system at the Col- (Bulletin, 1980-81, p. 12), which
we have termed "intellectual
needs, College Courses have been lege.
literacy," and breadth defined as
taught almost exclusively by the
providing a context for the stuCollege Professors and members Recommendation #2
of the Administration. This regretWe recommend that there* be a dent's major discipline through
able development raises" the faculty Committee on Advising to the study of related disciplines.
general question of the extent to be appointed by the Dean of the These two views of breadth are of
which structural considerations Faculty from among those faculty course complementary. This secshould be allowed to impair the volunteering for such service and tion deals with cognate areas
proper functioning of the cur- to consist of six members which reflect the view of breadth
riculum to which we as a Faculty representing the major academic as a means of gaining perspectives
are committed.
divisions of the College: Arts, on the major discipline.
A nagging concern that has per- Humanities, Natural Sciences and
The committee believes that the
sisted in much of the committee's Social Sciences; the Dean of the division of knowledge into
discussions is whether, short-of Faculty of his designated represen- disciplines stems from tradition
imposing requirements or quotas, tative would serve ex-officio. rather than immutable principles.
efforts at curricular innovations, or Terms of service and other mat- Disciplines are not isolated
even renovation, will be received ters of organization snail be detefendeavors, but inherently related
with sufficient enthusiasm on the
part of students so as to make the
necessary investment.of time and
energy worthwhile. Our best basis
for judgment is the demonstrated
An open meeting for all members (Faculty, Adminisuccess of those curricular options
strators, and Students) of the College to discuss the reof the 1969 reform that have
received strong and tangible adport from the Curriculum Review Committee will be held
ministrative support. Only such
on Wednesday, May 6 in Hamlin Hall from 3:00-5:00"
assistance that takes the form of a
p.m. It is expected that everyone interested will attend this
budgeted allocation of time and
study outside the major. The principal advocacy of these standards
might then be assigned to the
Committee on Advising, whose
creation is r e c o m m e n d e d
elsewhere in this report.

Open House Slated

"open house."

maintenance and renewal of a curriculum so challenging to faculty
and students alike. Likewise, there
is a need of support (perhaps from
funds such as those provided by
the Hewlett-Mellon grant) for
faculty development and special
recognition of enterprising curricular initiatives.

mined by the Committee on Committees and reported to the Faculty.
The duties and responsibilities
of the Advising Committee should
include the following:
(1) Working with all groups (administration, faculty, students) on
matters pertaining to advising.
Recommendation #1
(2) Reporting to the Faculty on
We recommend that the Faculty
matters
pertaining to advising and
charge the standing Curriculum
recommending changes in the adCommittee, to undertake more
regular and Systematic curricular- vising system when needed.
(3) Assisting with the registrareview and to examine the various
tion
of incoming Freshmen in conacademic opportunities available
sultation with the Adviser to the
under , the curricular reform of
Freshman class.
1969 with a view to reaffirming
(4) Assisting new faculty in learthose that are healthy, revitaling
those that deserve assistance, and' ning how to advise effectively.
(5) Reviewing student programs
replacing or abandoning those that
of study on a regular basis, with
do not.
emphasis on the programs ot rising Juniors. Particular attention
Breadth and Coherences would be paid to the breadth and
Advising
coherence of each rising Junior's
In reaffirming Trinity's Open
freshman-sophomore course of
Curriculum the committee, study. The review would lead, in
recognizes that "a free elective
some instances, to recommendacurriculum is most successful
tions about electives which the
when coupled with judicious
student could take in the second
faculty advising." (Bulletin,
two years to redress any im1980-81 p. 10) We believe that, the
balance or other deficiency which
use of Freshman Seminar instructhe committee had identified. The
tors as advisers to students during
intent of such recommendations
their first two years at Trinity has
would not be to limit the students'
worked well and is based on the
freedom of choice. Rather, by raissound principle that good "advising questions and making suggesing is most apt to occur when the
tions about the relationship of the
student and the adviser can
individual course-of study to the
develop a close working relationpurposes and animating spirit of
ship." (Idem.)
liberal education, the committee
We also understand that no
would attempt to encourage a
system of advising is better than
more thoughtful (and perhaps a
those charged with the responmore daring) use of that freedom.
sibility of dispensing the advice, It
(It is understood that in such cases
is clear that most Trinity faculty
the Committee would work closemembers discharge their responly with both adviser and student.)
sibilities as advisers conscientiously and skillfully, but evidence also
Breadth and Coherence:
suggests that the burden falls
The Major
unevenly. A faculty member who
The prominent features of our
teaches a freshman seminar for
Open Curriculum are student
two or three consecutive years, for
choice and the importance of the
example, quickly acquires twentymajor. The commute recognizes
five or thirty advisees and thus" ._and reaffirms the" centrality of the

department and program identify
cognate courses appropraite to the
major and list them in the
Bulletin. Departments and programs may choose to require
specific courses, suggest a choice
from a set of courses, or simply
name departments and programs
from which students may choose
courses in consultation with their
adviser.

Senior Exercise
The committee has reviewed
the nature of the senior year at
Trinity College in the course of its
discussions with faculty members
and students. Several faculty
members have observed that some
students finish their major requirements prior to the senior
year, and that many secondsemester seniors have little contact
with their major department, Consequently, the senior year may not
provide the opportunity for integrating the knowledge the student has acquired in the preceding
semesters. Students too would like
to see the structure of the senior
year improved. Many seniors have
said that they were looking for
more s h a r e d academic experiences in their final year. Thus
both faculty and students were
suggesting that the curriculum
.provide for a culminating or
"capstone" academic experience
during the senior year. Indeed,
many departments and programs
already have such an academic
senior exercise. Senior Exercises
exist now in the form of Senior
Seminars or Theses, which are intended to integrate various aspects
of the discipline, and in the form
of General Examinations designed
to demonstrate mastery of the
discipline.

We
or cognate to each other. The
department require a Senior Exer-"
history of the humanities and the
cise representing a culmination of
sciences as well as the testimony
the student's work in the major."
of the Trinity faculty support the
Each department should fashion
notion that different disciplines
the Senior Exercise representing a
are related, and that developments
culmination of the student's work
in one discipline are inspired by
in the major. Each department
influences from other sometimes
should fashion the Senior Exerquite remote, disciplines. The cise according to its own judghistory of ideas abounds with
ment, but the function of the exercases of such cross-fertilization.
cise would be the same, namely to
Reviewing Darwin's activities insure the integrity of the major
prior to the formulation of the and to enhance the prospects of
Origin of Species, Stephen Jay coherence in the context of the
Gould was "particularly struck by
major.
the absence of a deciding inPossible formats for the Senior
fluence from (Darwin's) own field
Exercise would be Senior
of biology. The immediate Seminars, General Examinations,
preclpitators were a sociologist
Reading Courses, Theses,
(Comte), and economist (Stewart),
Laboratory Research, Senior Pro-and a statistician (Quetelet)."
jects, Senior Essays, or a combinaBreadth of interest and the ability tion thereof.
to construct fruitful analogies
among varying fields are vital in-,
In the conclusion of the comgredients of intellectual achieve- mittee's report, the members stress
ment. In order to foster linkages that "the college ought to think of
between their own and other curriculum review and revision on a
disciplines, several departments in continuing process rather than as an
each of the major divisions at occasional 'special event'." The
Trinity College already list cognate committee further noted that it
, courses in other departments.
had
considered
additional
The committee believes that suggestions concerning the curricstudents of all departments and ' ulum, but decided not to act upon
programs could benefit from ex- them," with the hope and expecposure to cognate areas. We tation that they will be considered
believe that the designation of by the Curriculum Committee and
cognate areas by departments and other appropriate committees in the
programs is the best available near future." One of these items
mechanism to encourage students concerns the popularity of double
to make broader course selections. majors. The committee notes that
We take this view because the some faculty members "have'
departmental structure at Trinity suggested instituting a formal
College is a strong one, partly as a 'minor' which would allow students
result of the inevitable emphasis to identify on their transcripts proon depth and on departmental re- grams of study outside the major."
quirements. While the introducConcerning other committees,
tion of cognate areas by depart-, the report cites the importance of
ments would not change the the Educational Policy Committee,
departmental structure, it would the Appointments and Promotion
generate a greater degree of con- Committee, and the Curriculum
sultation and increased com- Committee, and the feeling that
munication among departments.
"thepolicies'of these committees be
continuously reviewed and coordinated so that they are consistent
Recommendation #3:
We recommend that each with each other."
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Newington Children's Hospital Welcomes Trinity Intern
by Robin Pins
Lucy Cole '82 is currently completing an internship at the Newington Children's Hospital. A Theater
Arts major Cole has many varied interests and has utlilizcd the internship program as an avenue to cxlore a possible career goal.
Lucy works three days a week
from 9 to 12 p.m. in the school
section of the hospital. There are six
students in her class, all of whom are
physically and psychologically handicapped.
The hospital is a three .story facility with the school incorporated
within the structure. Lucy commented on the uniqueness of the
hospital, as it is one of the only
institutions that educates it patients.
" The school accomodates commuting
children between the ages of eight
and twelve; however, a few students
are medical patients within the hospital.

Lucy found the adjustment period
to her classroom duties difficult.
She shyed away feeling nauseous
from her first sessions with the kids.
The teaching staff was very supportive of Lucy, however and helped her
to learn that "the students were kids
first and handicapped second."
When Lucy began her internship,
she was tutoring students in math
and English from 9-11:30 a.m. At
11:3() she would go to the pre-school
area of the hospital and help feed
lunch to two year-old patients. Part
of Lucy's responsibility was to teach
the children how to eat and chew.
She found this to be very frustrating
as it was hard to communicate
effectively with the young children.
In the classroom setting intself,
Lucy commented that there are no
doctors present and the teachers are
not nurses. However, the teachers
are well advised ot" each student's
condition and are prepared to handle

an emergency should one arise. Lucy
stated that "seizures and blankouts" were common problems.
Lucy has found the teachers to be
open about commenting on a child's
condition in front of the student
himself. She feels, however, that this
hurts the children, for they become
embarassed and humiliated. The attitude at the school is to help the
children better understand their limitations by being frank and honest
about them, she noted.
Each internship usually has one
major area of focus upon which a
final research paper is directed. Lucy
is working with one student named
"Kevin" in speech therapy. Lucy
said his problem is a tongue deficiency and he is unable to utter one
intelligablc tone. He becomes anxious when he has to speak and his
sounds become garbled and distorted.
Lucy uses a "communication

board" with Kevin and is teaching
him to build sentences. Each session,
they try to add to their vocabulary.
Kevin can read and identify words
and symbols but a lot of rc-inforcement is required. It's a slow and tenuous process, but Lucy said Kevin
has progressed in the time she has
worked with him.

need special attention andshe is now
more aware of the different problems one faces in working with
handicapped people. She will continue to do volunteer work in the
handicapped field, even if she does
not pursue it as a career.

As Lucy is very talented musically,
she has also taught a music class
each week at the school. She brings
her guitar and the students sing and
clap. Lucy thinks the kids enjoy the
class and that its something they can
understand. It makes Lucy feel good
that she can at least break through
to them by this means, even though
it may only be temporary.

Next semester, Lucy will be doing
another internship program in a totally-unrelated area. She will spend
the entire semester in Washington,
D.C. to do political research for
Vice-President George Bush. This is
an exciting prospect for Lucy, as she
has always wanted to spend time in
Washington. One of the things
she plans to do there is to have a
"good cry at the Lincoln Memorial."

On the whole, the experience has
caused Lucy to re-examine her teaching interests. She would like to explore teaching in a regular classroom
setting. Lucy sees that all people

Lucy encourages all students to
take advantage of the internship program. As in the case of Lucy Cole,
many diverse interests can be exlored.

Reinstatement Of Class Officers Possible Tbh Month
continued From page 1
Joseph Colen said thut he
personally has n strong sense of
identity with his class (1961), even
though he graduated in January
(962. He also remarked thai the
College had given him the opportunity to choose which class he
wanted to be a member of. He then
asked, "Do you ladies recognize
what we are looking for in alumni
participation? Ten years from now
what will bring you back to your
College?"
Davis responded by saying, "The
College itself would bring me back;
maybe what we need to do is
broaden the view of the alumni."
Victor Keens, an alumnus, noted
that the Executive Committee had
been looking for eighteen months
into various ideas to enhance class

identity. He remarked that the
recommendations put forth were
"modest" and would enhance the
College.
Another alumna, Scott Gordon
divulged, "I, too, was slightly
apprehensive. However, now I
think the idea of class officers is
good...supplementing College life."
Adams responded by questioning
whether the program would work
in the manner which they would
like it to.
Davis continued by saying to the
Committee, "When you went here
it was different; the class distinctions are not so much now, there is
more of a mix. It is a distinction
that has gotten out of the Trinity
midset." She went on to say that
she thinks the program will be
regressive. Davis reiterated this by

stating that she does not see class
distinctions as all that natural.
Lynch remarked that the atmosphere is "probably a lot
healthier now than before." He
added that the Committee has
made recommendations, nothing
more. "If the student body feels
that the recommendations should
be modified or thrown out it would
be understandable. We are not
trying to undermine the Trinity
experience but improve Aiumni
participation," Lynch stated.
Emily Sullivan, '74, commented
that the class officer program and
the benefits afterwards would be a
continuation of the C ollege experience.
In a recent interview, Gerald
Hansen, Director of Alumni and
College Relations, declared that
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the positive benefits of the program
would be one way to develop class
identity after graduation and a
basts for keeping the class close to
the College.
Hansen further remarked that
schools with successful annual
giving have strong classes. He
noted that he would like to see this
happen at Trinity. Hansen also said
that during the '50's and early '60's
the College had a strong program
and those classes are now closely
knit. His view is that at present,
class identity has "gone by the
wayside."
Smith recently remarked that i t /
is lioped that the alumni body
would benefit and that a sense of
unity would carry on to their individual lives after the Trinity
undergraduate experience.
Smith further noted that in the
beginning the Executive Committee of the alumni had thought
that placing only freshmen in
certain dorms would generate class
unity and integrity. However, it was
decided that mixed dorms enhance
the educational experiences and
are superior to the alumni's wants
and needs.
Pomeroy explained that at
present the Procedures Committee
of the S.G.A. is writing a proposal
for the class officer program that
will fit into the S.G.A. framework
and provide them with something
concrete that they can act on.
One thing to be decided by the
Committee is whether or not the
class officers would be additional
representatives to the S.GA. or
replace the class representatives.
Pomeroy has made the recommendation to the Committee that
no student activity funds be put
towards the class-officer-sponsored
events. "The Development Office
should foot the bill for these
funds," remarked Pomeroy.
\
Pomeroy noted that the proposal
as it stands will probably encompass class officers but can be
amended by the S.G.A. to also deal
with social committees.
If the S.G.A, decides to pass the
proposal, procedures for eonducting the elections will begin

immediately. The administration
would like the officers elected as
soon as possible, but the most
realistic time for the elections to be
held is during Reading Days.
Pomeroy pointed out that the
Administration is essentially using
the S.G.A. as a means of getting
the officers elected.
When asked to comment on the
potential success of the class officer program, Pomeroy remarked,
"Freshmen generally want to forget
that they are freshmen, and the
sophomores basically feel the same
way. It will probably work fine for
the juniors and seniors."
He went on th say, "If they make
it a social thing, Trinity is a social
enough place to keep it going. I
realy don't see it becoming much of
a political body."
I'omeroy stressed that he thinks
that there is nothing underhanded
in the proposal for class officers."
The College is going to have to rely
on alumni support in the coming
years and this is one way of insuring it," he noted, "The more
money coming In in the long run
makes the undergraduate experience more enjoyable," he
added,
Pomeroy further remarked that
he does not see this increased class
unity leading to class elitism. He
also noted that he is not sure how
beneficial the program will be.
Kristina Dow, '74, recently
commented, "One thing I have
always appreciated is the feeling
that I always could comfortably
relate to anyone in any class. I
would hate to see class elitism start
to develop here to the point where
classes would not mingle socially
and academically."
Dow concluded that if having
class officers is to imply class unity
to {he point of class elitism thta the
entire
program
would
be
detrimental.
The
Student
Government
Association will consider and reach
a decision about the Alumni
Association's recommendation for
class officers at tonight's open
meeting in Hamlin Hall,

Spring Weekend Is Coming!
Friday, May 8
Dance with the "Crayons" in-the Washington Room
9p.m. - 2 a . m .
Beer and refreshments provided
Saturday, May 9
Concert by Trinity College Jazz Band
1-3:30
JarvisQuad
12:00 noon
Fraternity sponsored events
Sunday, May 10
Concert on Life Sciences Quad
" N R B Q " and "The Fools"
Jp.m. - 4 p.m. Beer provided with Beer Ticket
in case of rain, concert will be moved to Washington Room
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Letters to the Editor
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Crow Issue Concerns
Common Decency
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To the Editor:
We are not speaking as feminists
against sexism and fraternities. Expounding upon the subtleties of
Freudian analysis would be as meaningless to this community as the
Marxist dialectic is to the worker.
Neither are we appealing strickly to
women. Rather we wish to address
this letter to the whole community—
the sorority and the fraternities, as
well as TCB. TWO. CCAT. EROS,
SGA, TCF, etcetera. For the issue
involved is not one of sexism, morality, or even legality. It is a matter
of common decency. It concerns
the abuse of individuals in our community, and so it concerns us all.
Dean Winer drew the conclusion
based on his investigations that are
individual was abused at Crow. Due
to the lack of hard proof, the administration adopted the strongest
stance possible at that time: placing
Crow on social probation. Crow's

Trinity
Will Heal a
Fraternal
Scar
To the Editor of the TRIPOD:
Sexual segregation and fraternaies go hand in hand. I am a resident
>f the Hartford community that
tfte'n reads The Tripod, and upon
examining your recent editorial, I
became appalled at the inaction
upon the part of the fraternities, as
well as the Trinity administration.
To overlook an incident like this is
an outrage. Only someone lacking
social conscience could take such a .
course. Never before have women
come so far, only to be beaten back
down again, through policies such
as this. My gut feeling is one- of disgust. Your editorial was fascinating, in that it was written by a
woman about women, and not by
the usual male editor, offering his
rather near-sighted "insights" into
women's feelings. Frankly, I
couldn't agree with you more. Accepting only men into an organization, and not including women, is
sexist in itself. Casually overlooking
an incident of outright rape is a
social disaster: Eventually, even if
the individuals involved finally did
come forward, the Trinity community will be a long time healing
from the scar inflicted by them.
Sincerely,;
Emod Spintae, III

statements on the incident have been
contadictory, and people who have
voiced opinions on this subject have
been harassed by threats to their
physical safety (and their families')
and by rumours aimed at the defamation of their characters. Incidently, this abuse is as illegal as it is
cruel. These facts are indicative of a
coverup, that is, an attempt to keep
skeletons in the closet. Furthermore,
Crow has blatantly gone against
the social probation and the law (not
to mention any code of common decency) by shooting bottle rockets at
security cars, streaking down Vernon St., and causing a public disturbance on campus with their
pledge pickups. The questions remain: Is the community as a whole
going to do nothing about this? Is
the continued abuse of individuals
going to be sanctioned by silence?
Perhaps part of the problem fof
many of us is the confusjon of the
issue by ideological conflicts concerning sexism, the legislation of
morality, the role of frats...while interesting and important as these
discussions are to us, they are not the
essential issue. Indeed, these debates
have served to divide the community
and to paralyze any attempts at~
unified action. The issue is quite
simply and horribly the abuse of individuals. If the community is to act
effectively to end this organized brutality, we must join hands across
the divisive boundaries of our social
& idiological prejudices.
There's another, related problem
that we as a community must face.
FEAR. Obviously, some people
must know about the Crow incident
since the Crow brothers' boasting is
what attracted attention in the first
place. Further, most of the women
on this campus have probably experienced some form of sexual harassment at Crow. Yet, almost all
are silent, The reason most commonly given is that they fear at best
social ostracism and defamation of
character, and at worst, intensified
harassment. At this point, we can
see that their fears are not without
reason. Clearly, many Crow
brothers are under even greater pressures to keep silent. In order for
these people to come forward, the
community — men and women,
brothers and sisters, blacks and
whites, preppies and hippies — must
be supportive; must take strong
action; must give the assurance that
the voices of the abused will not
fall on deaf ears.

We justify Greek Organizations
To the Editor:
This letter is written in response
to the April 28 Tripod editorial,
"Fraternities Can No Longer Justify
Their Existance;" an editorial which
we read with feelings of shock
and disbelief.
The editorial's author observes a
lack of fraternity among fraternity
and sorority members, as evidenced
by their refusal to unanimously
eject Alpha Chi Rho from the IFC.
Does a lack of unanimity prove a
lack of common interest? We certainly hope not, for then the vast
majority of SGA meetings which we
have attended were pervaded by
this alleged lack of common purpose.
With the exception of Delta
Kappy Epsilon, all of the brothers
and sisters present at the April 26
IFC meeting were in full agreement.
We agreed that expelling CROW
from the IFC would serve no constructive purpose. Indeed, in that
CROW would no longer be subject
to IFC support and control, expulsion would have a very detrimental
effect upon the fraternity structure
at Trinity.
"The fraternities," claims the editorial, "have denied their responsibility...to the cause of Awareness
Day." This is certainly a shocking
revelation. Fraternity brothers and
sorority sisters participated, talked,
and were open to discussion and advice. We will continue to be open
and receptive, even in the face of
occasional intolerance towards fraternities and the fraternity system.

When confronted with actions
such as "Crow Incident," the IFC
has not and will not overlook its
role. Is the only possible stand the
Draconian one advocated by the
Tripod editorial? We took a firm
position: censuring an incident in
which most fraternity brothers
neither participated, nor did they
condone. Calling the IFC's actions
a "cover up" is an interesting metaphor, for the facts surrounding the
Crow Incident have never been released. How can one "cover up" an
incident characterized by no hard
facts, only a welter of rumors and
myths? It would be irractional
and unfair to alter our decision
solely on the basis of the present
collection of unsubstantiated stories.
"Fraternities and sororities,"
continues the editorial, "are
archaic." Is brotherhood archaic?
Is sisterhood archaic? Is community
service archaic? Rather than hampering community spirit, fraternities
provide a great deal, as can be seen
in former Spring Weekends, this
year's Greek Week and Field Day,
and the PIKE brothers' dance to
benefit Big Brothers of America
Mobilizing often-apathetic students
to action helps the Trinity community a great deal, but closing the
fraternjities and sorority would only
serve to remove a large -amount of
what limited student involvement
exists.
Similarly, the fraternity and sorority members have no objection to
alternative social possibilities, organized by students who may be dis-

satisfied with the Vernon Street situation. But, once again, is closing
the fraternities and sorority the
answer? Would the absence of fraternities or sorority actually increase
the number of available social
outlets? No - it would decrease it by
seven viable and active units.
We will never deny that men and
women are equal. However, the fact
that we are equal in no way obscures
DEKE, fraternities and sororities
simply provide an • atmosphere
consistent with this idea. Those
who do -not wish to participate
in fraternity or sorority activities
are under no obligation to do so.
With respect to the Crow Incident, we must repeat that the activites of a few are in no way representative of the beliefs and actions
of the majority of brothers and sisters. Ending the Greek system would
horrendously infringe upon the
rights of those who neither condone
nor participate in such actions.
Fraternities and sororities have
always justified their existence in the
light of social events, community
service and the deep bond of
brotherhood arid sisterhood sought
by their members. We justify our
Greek organizations in these ways,
as well as others, and we intend to
continue to do so and to exist at
Trinity, despite the efforts of the intolerant few.
Michael A. Gould'81
( Former officer, Pi Kappa Alpha
Daniel C. Schlenoff '82
Former officer, Pi Kappa Alpha

Tripod's Reporting is Biased

To the Editor,
This letter is in reply to the biased
and misleading reporting on the IFC
Meeting of April 26, 1981. Undoubtedly the student body has been
presented with the idea that the
IFC has lapsed into dissension and
confusion; this is not true. The front
page article entitled "Confusion
Evident at the IFC Meeting" never
clearly states the reason why the IFC
met with Dean Winer, Wayne
Asmus, and Vice-President Smith.
The purpose of the meeting was to
clear up any questions the fraternities has about the Adminstration's
Statement on College Fraternity/
Sorority Relations. The members of
the IFC had received the document
two weeks beforehand, and this was
their chance to talk to any admini. strators about it. Because of the am• biguous nature of some of the sections of the document there were
clarifications needed. The administrators and the IFC reached a sucDenise Atkinson cessful understanding of how the
Sue Coleman document should be interpreted;

positive changes were made for both
Crow incident, but he knows mute
parties. We did reach many "defacts about the incident than we do
cisive agreements."
(we have not been able to find any).
The IFC did not complain "that
The IFC refuses to join the mudthe SGA is. constantly interfering
slinging and spread damaging ruwith the IFC's responsibility" as mours that may not be true. In the
was reported in the Tripod. In fact, meeting we applauded Dean Winer's
the SGA has never interfered with investigation of the incident and
our affairs, The argument the re- strongly urged him to further his
porter was referring to was in refer- investigation. We also requested that
ence to the wording of the doc- he present us with any facts that he
cument.
could. The IFC's reaction to
Also, Denise Atkinson is not the DEKE's statement was obviously
DEKE representative to the IFC; miscontrued. If any evidence is prethis is the first meeting she has sented to us we will take stronger
ever attended.
action, but not until then. We canThe IFC's stand on the Crow in-" not take the rumours in this paper as
cident has always been one of moral fact, although they are printed that
indignation. The IFC made a state- way. This does not mean we are
ment condemning the 'Crow in- not concerned by .what we read.
cident' long ago. Unfortunately, But we refuse to take rash action.
it was buried at the bottom of
Finally, we would like to say
page, three of March 10th issue that the IFC had a successful Field
of the Tripod. The IFC cannot Day, where 75 inner-city children
be asked to throw Crow out of the came to Trinity and spent the day
IFC on the basis of rumours. Dean with us on Sunday. This was conWiner has made a valid judgement
continued on page 10
that sexual abuse took place in the

Student Faults Spring Semester's Tripod
To The Tripod Editorial Staff:
As each successive issue of the
Tripod has come out this semester,
I have been more and more tempted
to write against both its quality and
content. This last issue was the proverbial 'straw that broke the
camel's back'. I understand that
with large issues, the Tripod has
overextended its budget and that
there was no money left after the
issue two weeks ago to fund the last
two issues under Rachel Mann's
editorship. It seems to me that a
major reason for this overextension
of the budget has been the addition
of many unnecessary articles.
I was under the impression that
the purpose of the Tripod is" to inform the Trinity community of
what has happened and will be happening at Trinity and in the sur-

rounding community, whether it be aware of abortion, contraception,
sports, art reviews, or current and other moral and sexual-related
events. However, in this semester, issues should be run in the Tripod
the Tripod has gone over budget, at to the degree they have been, at the
the expense of the students, to pro- student's expense.
pound the opinions of the editorial
As for biased and inaccurate
staff. I, personally, have had my fill reporting and Rachel's scathing
of biased and inaccurate reporting editorials (most especially, the latest
(ie: IFC Confusion), editorials on the abolishment of fraternities),
speaking against the fraternities and not enough can be said." Since the
articles on pro-abortion, planned Tripod is supposed to keep the
parenthood, and so on. Why have Trinity community informed, its inthings like this taken precedence formation should be correct and
over other news, such as curriculum unopinionated. Judging from letreform and budget committee deci- ters- from angered students, faculty
sions? An adjustment in priorities and administrators, reporting has
seems to be in order. I'm keeping been far from meeting this ideal.
my fingers crossed that the newlyIt was editing and editorial in this
elected Tripod staff will remedy the most recent issue that prompted me
situation.
to write this letter. One thing that
I don't want to be misunderstood really stood out was the positioning
concerning my views on some of the of both the petition against
Tripod's choice of articles. Being S.A.V.E.D. and the retractionary

statement by S.A.V.E.D. Although
in very poor taste, the students of
S.A.V.E.D. admitted their shortsightedness and apologized.
However, the petition appears ten
pages before this retraction, so people more than likely see it first. Was
• this intentional on the staff's part? •
It seems to me that the retraction
should have appeared alongside the
petition to prevent possible bias.
Finally, I would like to comment
on Rachel's editorial on the abolish.ment of the fraternities and the
sorority. I understand that
editorials serve as an expression ofan editor's opinion, but I also
believe that they should be more
specific than this one is. I am confused about what I assume are
Rachel's three references to sexual
abuse condoned and/or promoted
by the fraternal system at Trinity.

She says that 4 fraternities (Crow,
PsiU, AD and St. A's) have persisted iiudefending "what Denise
Atkinson has properly labeled as
'no less than the brutal victimization of an individual'." Does this
mean, that these fraternities are
defending the Crow incident or
sexual abuse? Thirdly, she claims
that "Institutionalized separation
of the sexes...promotes sexual
abuse." I won't argue this point
because it is Rachel's own view and
doesn't point the finger at any
specific fraternity, but as for the
other accusations, I think they're
unfounded. I don't agree that
silence is the same as condoning in
this case. Maybe the fraternities are
simply waiting for proof of guilt
before declaring their opinions.
Sarah M.Olynn'82
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Letters to the Editor
Rumors Blacken Reputations
The Danger in Morals
To The Trinity Community:
This is not just another letter condemning or supporting the infamous Crow incident. It is simply a suggestion for everyone who lias
shown or felt concern. If people are concerned about the Crow incident (as they should be it" the rumors are true), then an investigation
should be conducted before anything more is said. Rumors like those
perpetuated by the concerned alumnae/i in the most recently past
issue serve no constructive purpose, They only serve to blacken the
reputation of a good institution (namely, Trinity). As the writers of
that letter admit, they are just stating unconfirmed allegations. As
most people will readily admit, that's a major problem at this school.
Their main objective in writing the letter we strongly endorse —
calling for a "further investigation and/or a complete and official
statement from the Alpha Chi Rho fraternity divulging the facts of
the matter." However, their line of argument only serves to cloud
the issue. They begin by stating that the administration has
'confirmed' that the incident happened. Although Crow lias also
confirmed that the incident look place, "the fraternity has refused to
officially state whether any of the rumors are true or false." Until
this happens or an investigation proves something, there can be no
confirmation of the details.
As women, we especially take offense at their final argument.
They say that the fact that the woman was supposedly a consenting
aduli is no valid line of defense. Why not? Crow, like any other institution or person, should be considered innocent until proven guilty
and should be able to defend itself. Isn't that the American way?
However, we don't want to get away from their comments on the
woman in question. We agree that, to a great extent, women's acceptance in society is dependent on male approval. However, this docs
not extend to the use of sex to gain approval. Maybe this woman intended her actions to suggest this, but that doesn't apply to all
women. Since we know no more about the alleged incident than
anyone else who wasn't involved, we can't say whether it was force
that compelled the woman from downtown Hartford all the way to
the Crow house where she had sex with several males. But to blame
the social structure and male dominance seems almost absurd,
especially when the issue is so unclear.
We want to emphasize again that we would like to see a full
investigation by the Administration and/or a full admission or denial
by members of Crow. At the same time, we think arguments and
statements for or against this issue should stay out of the Tripod uniil
some further action has been taken. We're certainly not condoning
tho :irlinn>; i>!' t h e ( ' r o w b r o t h e r s a n t l olhcr-^ i n v o l v e d , blU s i k ' n e e o n
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proven guilty!
Sarah Cilynn
Wendy Dunkle
Elizabeth Hays

of guilt. Jflno.ccnt.untU

IFC: Ready To Work
To the Editor,
people could meet and discuss com1 am disheartened, I am dis- plex and controversial issues with
heartened by the closemindedness an open mind and arrive at some
of the minority of students and son of compromise or settlement.
faculty members who desire the This simply has not happened.
abolition of fraternities at Trinity
The IFC is doing their part.
College. Statements, events, and ar- Changes are being made. The IFC
ticles within the past week or so i.s working closely with Winer,
have revealed a lack of openminded- Asmus, and Smith in developing
ncss by this loud, yet definite new guidelines between the College
minority of individuals.
and the fraternities. This is a fact.
1 had worked hard to promote The IFC has also done numerous
Awareness Day. I worked hard in things to promote "community
anticipation of a great day for spirit." We have raised over $1,000
Trinity, I envisioned a day of for local charily and have sponhealthy dialogues, open minds, and sored a Field Day for neighborhood
constructive criticism. The morning youths. Yet, the editor of the
was super. The lecture and the Tripod says we have done nothing,
group discussions were great. How- while other call them "token"
ever, I was greatly disappointed by events.
events of the afternoon.
Token . . . Well, those token
1 was disappointed by the fact events took weeks to organize and
that some students and even faculty coordinate. Given the amount of
members were so quick to affix apathy on this campus, try to get
stereotypes o n ( } l e fraternities. Fraseven fraternities together to schedternities were associated with the ule seven different events in one
K.K.K., street gangs, and even the particular week to raise $1,000 and
Mafia. 1 do not consider this con- to promote community spirit. If
structive criticism. Sure \t gets a you Mill consider these events as
laugh, but what is the purpose? It token, then you are a much more
really is nothing more than an un- efficient person than 1.
called for cheapshot.
My point is simple; the events are
We could throw eheapshots at not token, the IFC has done a treeach other for the rest of the year, mendous amount of good this year,
but unfortunately it would not ac- and we plan to do more of the same
complish much. The Fraternities are next war. I simply ask that you all
ready for reform. We are willing t o , recognize this. I ask that you dischange to help improve the quality continue the cheapshots and conof life at Trinity. { have said this in tinue the constructive criticism.
The majority of the students on
numerous tetters, a Cave discussion, and on Awareness Day, t am this campus desire change and
not lying. It i% tr«e; yet it seems that reform in the fraternities, not aboliyou either do not believe me, d o not tion. The IFC and the fraternities
hear me, or do not want to hear me. are ready. Let us work together.
This disturbs me. One would • Thanks,
think, or at kmt hope, thai at a Tom Chase
..
"nail college <m,-h *« Tn«i«* »*>">• IFC, President

To the Trinity Community:
tion, the prospect of nuclear war,
I am writing this letter in response
to the controversy concerning the and the deplorable condition of the
"Crow Incident." I think it is about community surrounding Trinity.
Mr. Magro seems to think that
time some people came back down
most
students agree with his deto earth. This issue has gone too far.
nouncement of our peers (specifIn a small community such as ours
ically Alpha Chi Rho). Well, I don't.
it is understandable that there will be
debates concerning moral issues, He assumes that in some way a girl
but, perhaps it is time to turn to was abused, while all the facts
other issues, admittedly less impor- are vary vague ("Alumni Indict
tant, such as human rights, abor- Crow") is that some male students

Faulting is Easier
Than Solving
To the Editor:
As a graduating senior who has
remained fairly quiet throughout
my four years at Trinity, I feel that
now is as good a time as any to express some deep feelings about the
quality ol' campus life. -I mention
the quality of campus life, because I
truly and sadly believe it has deteriorated over the past four years.
Lately, I find too many people on
campus arc concerned with finding
fault with our campus institutions,
which unfortunately is a lot easier
than trying to \vork cohesively
towards some common goal. I hate
,to bring up an over publicized issue,
but fraternities have recently been
needlessly picked to pieces. First, I
would like to say that fraternities
are not evil; their foundations are
solid and have histories which date
back to the civil war. Speaking as a
brother of Psi Upsilon, more importantly, as a human being, 1 resent burnt-1, liihclletl or referred to as
a member of the KKK or resembling
a Neanderthal. Let's be serious,
fraternities are not havens for
gangsters to congregate and discuss
terrorist activities. At Psi Upsilon,
our doors have always been open

and unfortunately to such an extent
that over the past two years, we
have had two sets of stereo speakers
and one full stereo system stolen,
not to mention a TV set which was
stolen by some of our very own
'loyal' students. The administration
felt there was a need to create an
IFC, and after a year of getting
seeds planted, there is a strong base
from which future changes can be
implemented. Awareness Day seemed
like a healthy experience for the student body as well as the administration, and I hope that people will
profit by that experience. These are
difficult times at Trinity, there is no
doubt about that. Several organizations have had to stand back and rcevaluate their present and future
goals, but constant fault finding
will not solve any present problems
and will probably destroy institutions which already possess potential to improve the quality of life
both at Trinity and the surrounding
community. Well, enough philosophizing, I've said my two bits worth
— I just hope that some people still
have faith in the present and hope
for the future.
Larry Rosenthal '81

participated in sexual acts with one
female. It is time to get a grip
on reality. Alumni have attributed
this act to our "male'dominated"
culture and say that even if she did
gjve her consent, the incident was
not a matter of consent: "The
woman had no choice" ("Alumni
Indict Crow"). This is ridiculous; of
course it is a matter of consent, and
until it is established that the
female did not give her consent
there should be no condemnation
of Crow.
Denise Atkinson assumed that
since there are contradictory statements, and no one will admit to the
act, that something is being covered
up. I would attribute this less to a
conspiracy and more to human
nature. Would anyone want any act
they considered private, whether it
be moral or immoral, legal or illegal,
exposed for all to see? There is an
old saying that those who live in
glass houses shouldn't throw stones.
1 feel this is especially applicable
here.
I would like to ask Mr. Magro
and those who support him what exactly it is they are after. What does
"firm action" mean? Do you really
want to alienate a part of the community from the rest of us? Fraternities serve a good purpose and I
don't think one should be persecuted
just because some people think that
it did something morally wrong.
There is a great danger to all of
us in letting judgement be passed on
strictly moral considerations, especially in a case that is so vague.
I hope that all those wlio are pressing
the issue realize that the whole community at Trinity will pay the consequences of their moral righteousness.
by Robert Carbone

Let's Look For Viable Alternatives
To the Trinity Community:
Since my letter to the Tripod appearing in the March 17 issue was
misconstrued countless times in
later letters to have been written in
defense of the "Crow Incident"
(Oh, I hate those words) from ihe
standpoint that it was "behind
closed doors," I felt it only appropriate and fair that I clarify my intentions, and offer my true opinion
of the "Crow Incident," since it
seems to be in such demand.
I was deeply disturbed by the accusations that were made at the
Cave Discussion about the fact that
there had possibly been an incident
of gang sex involving Crow
brothers. This immediately started
me thinking about the seeming lack
of privacy at this school, and I
became a little paranoid and defensive about the life that I would like
very much to keep private, and I'm
sure we all have one of those. (Who
hasn't made a few mistakes...?)
But that in no way meant that I
thought that a group of males could
or should even think about forcibly
(or even with her consent, for that
matter) debasing a woman like that.
That was an insult to me, to all
women, to everyone. But please,
students of Trinity, remember the
ones who weren't involved and are
being labelled, abused, and unfairly
chastised just because they happen
to be members of the same fraternity as a few deviates. (There are
some in every community, but that
doesn't mean that everyone has to
take responsibility for them. True,
it is everyone's responsibility to care
about their fellow man, but. in a
case such as this, can innocent people be condemned for performing a
deviate act when they themselves
might not condone the behavior of

their peers?) To those inevitable
cries of "Fraternal Responsibility,"
I say, "Okay. So you want to be
that way about it. Very well,I have
a solution for you , a lot less drastic
and a lot more valuable than disbanding or denouncing Crow as a
fraternity at Trinity College."
My solution is this: Since the
alleged (I have never seen the word
"alleged" used so insincerely as I
have in the past few issues of the
Tripod concerning this incident. It
was almost as if those people who
wrote KNEW what had happened,
•like they were there or something.
It's something to think about)
"Crow Incident" has by popular
consent become a reality, and again
by popular consent, but also
because campus authorities and
public citizens alike have condemned all of the Alpha Chi Rho
fraternity members for their partici-

pation in this act, Crow should be
duly punished. With me so far? But
instead of making Crow just a part
of Trinity history (removing them
from the premises, so to speak),
why doesn't anyone figure out
something constructive for them to
do? (I'm surprised no one has
thought of this before — such an
open-minded college community
. . .) Like maybe volunteer to work
at Planned Parenthood, or some
such beneficial activity in the Hartford or Trinity community? (I'm
being quite serious).
Please: in.light of all this awareness, I'm asking you to please, be
aware that a great many people are
being hurt by the actions of a few
because this community is being
harsh and not tolerant. None of us
is perfect. There are viable alternatives, if someone would quit yelling
Jong enough to think about one.
Nancv Lucas

No Free Beer Tickets
To the Student Body:
Last year, beer tickets were sold for Spring Weekend, However, at
the last minute, beer was free due to a "freaky occurrence.'* There
will be no "freaky occurrence" this year, Beer tickets will be sold in
Mather Campus Center the week of May 4th during meals. Beer
tickets will entitle you to beer for all day Sunday.

Cocktails On Vernon Street
To the Editors:
Lately it seems no cocktail conversation is complete without some
reference to the Vernon Street
social organizations. Clearly, their
influence on campus life can be ignored by few. As one who has lost
many close friends of my initial
Trinity years to fraternities* I still
feel compelled to note that many
students do enjoy whatever ac-

tivities are sponsored by the frats —
including at rare times even myself.
It seems to have been forgotten
that fraternities do offer healthy
socializing. The issue of sexism,
with which many are justifiably
concerned, is far more deeply
rooted in biology than in Greek.
Barry D. Bergvist
Independent
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Commentary
World Affairs Crticizes Budget Committee
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To the Trinity Community:
Throughout this past school year
the student Budget committee has
been very supportive of the group
to which I have been President, the
World Affairs Association. With
this letter though f step down from
that position, and thus as an individual, I wish to make several
criticisms of that committee which
as of late has greatly disappointed
and frustrated me.
My criticisms are not meant to be
personal, I have much respect for
the individuals on the Budget committee who give to Trinity College
their time and effort. My criticisms
do not result from my taking
Budget committee decisions in a
personal way. I realize that I am
very partial to decisions which will
be favorable to the group of which I
am a member, and lastly I am aware
"of the realitites of the financial
solvency which the Budget committee must maintain. However when a
committee, elected by the student
body to serve in their best interests
no longer does this in the manner of
which they are capable, I feel I must
say something.
The series of events which leads
me to express my dismay with the
Budget committee involves the approval of the World Affairs
Association budget for next year.
The group's membership this year
has tripled to 42 students, and our
budget has doubled, We have the
Budget committee to thank for appreciating the value of our activities. But when we cannot receive
the sought after funding for the
Faculty Lecture Series that we cur-

rently sponsor, I question with
those interests is the Budget Committee concerned.
We requested funding for five
lectures per semester (an idea included in this series are occasional
debates among prominent campus
liberals and conservatives on timely
issues), we were granted the funding
for three. The cost of each program
is $60.00 for refreshments and
publicity.
The World Affairs Association
has enough activities on its agenda
not to live or die on this program.
Granted we do enjoy the satisfaction of running a successful series,
but it cannot be said that we
organize these lectures for the sake
of our group alone. It cannot be
said that faculty members donate
their time for the sake of our group
alone. We arrange these programs
for Trinity College and the Hartford community as a whole, and we
hope they are received in this manner. To give a lengthy statement of
our aims in having this series I
would hope is not necessary, but to
reiterate the major points they do
include 1) giving the entire student
body the opportunity to experience
faculty expertise outside of a student's individual courseload, 2) increasing c o m m u n i t y / s t u d e n t
awareness on a variety of topics,
and 3) allowing for an increased interaction between faculty and
students, as should be the case in a
small school. To begrudge us the
expenses of refreshments and
publicity for such programs, proven
successful, is very difficult for me to
accept.

To put our request into another
perspective, I recently had the
pleasure of attending the dinner and
lecture for Mr. Victor Tomseth, one
of the Americans held hostage in
Iran. His Newsweek-type account
of the hostage drama was very interesting and I enjoyed the program. But for the cost of the dinner, the WAA would have put on
three of our lecture programs, the
talk would have paid for forty-two.
When, from a $150,000 budget,
money cannot be approved for an
inexpensive program that has proved its value, I would suggest that the
Budget committee's decision far
outreaches a pettiness of
undesirable dimensions.
Perhaps if arguments by the
Budget committee against the continued frequency of the lectures
(every few weeks) did not include 1)
that we will reach the point of too
many activities being offered at
Trinity at a given time, 2) that the
Budget committee feels the
organization will not be present
next year to handle the arrangements involved, and 3) who
needs refreshments — if people
want to go to a lecture they will go
anyway. Addressing
those
arguments backwards, I suggest
that we do not want to create a
night class for students. This school
has the resources to enable students
to take a break from their activities,
learn something, interact with other
students and faculty, and in general
have the option to attend an alternative from the standard Trinity
fare. Why do we draw the line on
such an^activjty that is open to the

entire Trinity and Hartford community, when it so often occurs
within other groups. I then ask the
budget committee to explain to the
34 returning members of the WAA,
and its six officers, why they doubt
any ability of the group's to carry
on, at a less frequent interval,^he
same functions it has organized this
past year. The comment that there
may be too many programs being
offered at Trinity College at one
time, I hope was a thought that slipped out because of the.heat of a
discussion. Attendence at our programs certainly doesn't reflect this.
Once again though, this commentary reflects my frustration and
disappointment that academic and
educational values (the purpose of
the Budget committee?) that are
possible in student programs can be
lost to pettiness, and a blindness to
the propriety of priorities which
may (perhaps to the surprise of the
Budget committee) occasionally
arise when discussing the merits of
funding certain programs.
I do understand that the Budget
committee may find it difficult to
judge this series on its merits, only
twice in a possible 21 appearances
did Budget committee members attend the lectures being discussed.
Understandable perhaps when
several budget committee members
find it difficult to attend their own
meetings on a regular basis. I also
find it disheartening when I am trying to present a case and am told by
one member of the committee, on
several occasions, that the decision
is the Chairman's. The idea that

Do You Want to Reform or Abolish Fraternities
byTpnyHass
I write this commentary to
address firstly those persons who
wish to abolish fraternities from
Trinity altogether. And secondly,
to those persons who are within
fraternities and are thinking
seriously about admitting women.
To the first group. Yes,
fraternities should • eventually
dissolve and disappear. Other
colleges have very , workable
systems. Williams, for example, has
turned its fraternities into community living houses organized by
the school lottery. A computer
assigns students to each house and
insures that houses are not turned
into single-group cliques. Since
1968, the policy at Williams has
been that no person who is a
student at Williams may be a
member of a fraternity. The administration stresses that this is an
educational policy. Amherst forced
its fraternities to go co-ed after a
woman'student brought suit against
the school for denying access to
equal housing. The present
situation at Trinity vis-a-vis Ogilby
may be grounds for a similar suit.
Yale works on a system of individual colleges within the
broader structure of the university.
Each college has its own dining
room and commons area in which
students may eat and congregate.
Princeton too has a community of
eating clubs that serve a schoolwide function. There is no reason
why the fraternity houses at Trinity
couldn't become part of the school
lottery system, housing and feeding
as many students as the houses can
legally hold. These houses would
also serve the same social function
that the fraternities now serve,
without the subliminal deliniation
that now exists, between those who
belong and those who don't. This is
a very real possibility for Trinity.
But while we push for this

change, we should also realize the
complexities involved in altering
the present system. Those students
concerned should form a committee to thoroughly investigate a
new system for Trinity. It will take
next year's students to really
precipitate the change." Consult
housing deans at other colleges,
and come up with a concrete
proposal to present to our administration. In fact, Dean Winer's
office would probably be willing to
participate in such a study. We
students need to keep this issue
alive if Trinity is ever to change.
Now let me address the second
group: those fraternity men who
are not yet convinced that the
addition of women will make your
fraternity a better place.
The transition to co-education is
a change that can only be positive,
It is a change that will stimulate a
much greater potential for human
and emotional development at
Trinity. As someone who has been
a member of a fraternity at Trinity
and withdrawn, I understand ihe
inner mechanisms of the fraternity
and therefore feel I can argue that
the addition of women would only
add to the overall experience of
fraternity life. Trinity men can no
longer discriminate against Trinity
women solely because they are
women."We men have got to open
up, let down our defenses, and not
be afraid to interact emotionally
with women on this campus. We
say that the bond of brotherhood is
the fundamental aspect of
fraternity life. But what really is
this bond if not the knowledge that
brothers can trust one another with
their own personal feelings? We
know that to share those inner
feelings is to expose a sensitive side
that is normally hidden by a shield
of macho armour, constructed to
prevent the discovery of our
vulnerability. And yet we believe

that the presence of women would
somehow inhibit this communication.
Fraternities at Trinity actually
serve as a refuge for male sensitivity. Yet that sensitivity is
hidden from its own members by
ritual, costume and tradition. The
addition of women, would enable
men to communicate more, honestly and reduce the necessity of ritual
as an artificial means of breaking
down existing barriers.
, '
Here let me ask you: do those of
you in fraternities really believe
that you couldn't be open in front
of women and in fact couldn't
benefit twice as much from their
presence because of their own
insights as people who are also
sensitive and who could share that
sensitivity with you?
. The creative potential is
staggering.Think of the additional
support and energy that your
women friends could contribute to
such meetings. We males have got
to stop kidding' ourselves. By
excluding women from fraternities,
we are avoiding the real pleasure of
open honest communication
between the sexes. Group
discussions would produce new
possibilities of ways for women and
men to relate. Sexism would lessen
on campus as men and women
really began to understand and
articulate why certain gestures,
comments and attitudes are offensive. Sexism afterall really
eminates from a lack of communication, and co-ed fraternities
have the potential to construct a
large bridge over that gap.
Fraternities as they now stand
are operating under half steam. It is
a delusion for us to think that
fraternities without women can
cultivate emotionally a n d intellectually grown men. One of the
tragedies of fraternity life is the

inability of men to maintain the
level of sensitivity they may expose
in a closed meeting. For example,
the very architectural" design of a
fraternity tends to define behavior
from one room to another. We
learn to be emotionally open in one
room, but realize that such
behavior might be called effeminate around the bar. Again,
the presence of women can only be
beneficial as a means of encouraging that meeting room
atmosphere
to
permeate
throughout the house. Intersexual
communication would help expose
fallacies that characterize certain
social behavior of our two sexes.
I-only hope that those of you in
fraternities will finally accept what
can only be an .incredibly
responsible
and
affirmitive
commitment to a better communication between men and
women. We at Trinity must impress
on incoming freshmen that Trinity
does not condone discrimination
on the basis of sex, the unfortunate
message that is now sent out by the
existing fraternity system. We all
must also realize that any period of
transition will be difficult but that
the long run outcome, will be the
most progressive. Ultimately, my
hope would be that once fraternities were fully intergrated, men
and women would realize that they
no longer needed the support
structure of an institution, but
could actually exist and communicate on a one to one or group bases that prospered on its own
strength. Thus, "frasorities" would
no longer be necessary and would
dissolve of their own members
accord,
continuing
and
evolutionary process that led half
of Trinity's fraternities to voluntarily disband twelve years ago.
Let's make the change for Trinity
and ourselves.

goes, to me defeats the purpose of
the committee. I realize that this
last comment is vague, but it is not
my intent to detract from the
Budget committee's deserved
reputation as a fair and hardworking hoard. But I do think that
the particular case mentioned above
illustrates the importance, and
need, for each member of the committee to decide on issues with more
principle in mind, and less rigidity
with concern for detail.
With all sincerity I. do appreciate
the job the budget committee
members have. It takes a tremendous amount of time to compliment
student desires with budget constrictions. The World Affairs
Association has received the support of the committee on most instances, and the group will continue
in its efforts-to earn this support.
Appreciation is not often expressed
in writing, and I hope it is
understood that this criticism is offered in a positive fashion, not to be
confused with the support that I,
and the group for which I was
President, give to the Budget committee.
Respectfully yours,
David Muskat
•
Former President
The World Affairs Association

Awareness
Day Deserves
More
Reading the "Inside Magazine",
a commentarial insert in last week's
Tripod (April 28, 1981), left me
angry and disappointed. This insert
was the only "coverage" of an event
which, I believe, marks a turning
point for Trinity College - Awareness Day. Why this momentous
occassion was not given news status
baffles me.
The fact that the decision-makers
of the Tripod staff went to the
trouble of creating a special insert
shows they felt the importance of
Awareness Day for the Trinity
community. However, I feel the type
of coverage given this precedent in
the history of Trinity College did not
even begin to do justice to its significance.
Commentary has an important
place in any newspaper. But when it
begins to take the place of objective,
unbiased journalism the newspaper
in which it appears loses its integrity and its right to even call itself
a newspaper.
The Tripod has a responsibility
to the Trinity community: quality
news coverage of all events which
affect this campus and the lives of
those who live within its boundaries.
Elizabeth M. Davis
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Editorial and Commentary
News Can Be Factual, Yet Provocative
This semester, The Trinity Tripod has been much maligned and much praised.
Students have argued, challenged, and agreed with the context and quality of our
newspaper.
For four months, I have pursued two goals. Obviously, we editors have tried to
keep abreast of Trinity issues and have tried to judge the timeliness and the
merits of this news. A periodical is to inform. It is structured around the community's needs to know what is going to happen and what has been happening.
However, I believe that the Tripod serves yet another purpose. When one reads
a black and white tabloid from week-to-week, it is easy to forget the creative
potential of a newspaper. If the majority of a 1600 member community looks to a
newspaper to inform, then there is no reason why the information cannot be interesting and thought provoking in an academic community such as ours.
This semester, students have crept out of apathy to protest the "Crow
incident" and, on the other hand, to assert the rights of privacy. Students
planned and carried out a day designed to uplift social awareness.
The Tripod has been in the midst of all these campus events, as well as in the
wake of the Presidential search and the Curriculum Review, amongst other

Look Into Hartford
by Peter A. Stinson,
Hartford Editor
Whether or not it is quite appropriate for an editor on (he Tripod
stuff to write commentary, I do so now. As one might have noticed,
there are no Hartford pages this week. I offer no apologies or
regrets, only a sigh of relief that after an entire semester of running
around Hartford trying to learn it all 1 am finally finished. I hope
that at least one person in the Trinity community read the Hartford
pages consistently; I know that every Tuesday I at least glanced over
the page or pages to see how they came out. I tried, in coverage and
reporting, to give a general view of the City. I can only hope that I
succeeded, for at times I feel that I failed miserably.
Above all, I tried to let the Trinity community realize that beyond
the hallowed walls of Trin there is a city full of people, all trying to
live and survive in any way possible. How many people feel the City
when (hey walk (o Downtown through (he surrounding neighborhoods (Barry Square, Frog Hollow, South Green, and Charier Oak)?
Or (In (lii'V in^li'vid rush In (hi- niovru of Downtown (tin- Civic ( YnU-r)

or E2 express down Broad Street.
Granted, 1 am not advocating that everyone walk down Broad Street
no matter what the time of day or night; but at least try Washington
Street nl high noon.
There is u city beyond Trinity. Experience it. Feel it. Live it. It
might change your mind about a few things, or at least make you
more aware of what is "beyond the Long Walk."
To the Trinity community, I leave Hartford; to Nancy Funk, I
leave the City Desk of the World Room; to Kcryn Grohs, I leave one
roll of unshot film.
Not to run a phrase into the ground, "be aware" of Hartford . . .
it can only help; there is a lot there.
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things. From week to weeK, it is an uphill battle to keep on top of all the issues
and to make sure that nothing is overlooked. The Tripod has burst its seams this
semester with all the news we have attempted to cover. :
Obviously, with only six editors and a.handful of,reporters, some newsworthy
items may have been missed. A newspaper like the Tripod could never profess
perfection.
Yet I have seen the Tripod serve as a catalyst for discussion, t am a proponent
of intellectual argument and change. With this in mind, I have taken strong stands
and covered diverse issues and watched the "Letters to the Editor" come pouri n g in with satisfaction.
I've seen students and faculty talking about campus issues. These discussions
are what I hoped for. If a newspaper is apathetic, it is likely students will reflect
the newspaper, or at least be frustrated with it.
I have made suggestions, I have taken stands, and I have covered as many
issues as I could. And I have been true to my belief that news can be factual; But
moreover, news can be provocative. Tuesday can be a day to look forward to.

R.E. Mann

Strange Bedfellows

Solitary Confinement
discovering the feelings of others human being. This person served
and ourselves.
merely as a body in which others
I think it's about time I updated
Awareness Day was designed to could vent their pleasures. I can see
you on the goings-on around here at encourage caring about each other. no concern for her well-being in
Trinity. Two weeks ago we had an This need grows in importance in a such an encounter,
Awareness Day designed to make small community like Trinity where
Sadly, this exemplifies our society
all of us more aware of our differ- everyone interacts with almost to an increasing degree. One of my
ences, and more sensitive to them. I everyone else. One particular exam- professors played a tape for my
found the day very fulfilling as it ple illustrates this need. A while class of a lecture by Rabbi
made me, and many others I think, ago, several males met with a Abraham Heschel in which he
reevaluate our values and attitudes. female from outside the campus in asserted that "God cares." ProSuch self-searching proves valuable one of the fraternity houses. Since fessor ,Cherbonnier then suggested
but seldom occurs unless directly then, the arguments have flown that our Awareness Day for greater
questioned. Hopefully, such a day back and forth: should the frat be caring would not have been possible
would be unnecessary, but the punished or not, should it be more without this Judeo-Christian
events which sparked it seem less severely punished or not, should the legacy. Man cares for man because
serious when compared with those administration step in or not. I find God cares for man. This became a
at other institutions. J think most of most distressing, though, the cli- part of our society through the
the campus found it exciting and mate of the incident. It demon- Declaration of Independence, writchallenging to spend an entire day strates a blateni lack of'caring for a ien by Thomas Jefferson. He primarily relied on the ideas of John
Locke, who was inspired by the Bible to a great extent, according to
by Bob Doran
poetry, or a house for people in- Professor Delong. Thus our society
terested in issues of racism, sexism, has adopted this view of the innate
Last Friday afternoon there was a
value and goodness of man from
nuclear power etc, If a group of
meeting between Wayne Asmus,
male students want to organize a our political heritage which relies
Vice-Pres. Smith, and a group of
fraternity-house, then they too on our religious heritage. Perhaps
students who had originally plannwould
go through the selection pro- this suggests that we should return
ed to discuss the feasibility of starto this legacy to reacquaint ourcess in order to determine whether
ting a student house, with the intent
selves with man's goodness.
they
would
add
to
the
cultural
of using the somewhat dilapidated
This may sound a little startling "
building on New Britain Ave, It diversity at Trinity.
turns out that there is not enough
There are three reasons why the in this day and age, but don't jump
frat houses should be the site pur- to the conclusion 'I'm joining the
money to renovate the house, but
chased. First, the idea of special in- Moral Majority and its kin.They
two million dollars has been
terest houses, which would serve the are perhaps the worst offenders. In
allocated for the renewal of the
students needs better than one stu- the cloak of self-righteousness, they
Mather campus center.
I'll be the first to say that Mather dent house, necessitates a number breed intolerance. They do not
of buildings. The frat houses are the demonstrate a caring and concern
only rates one notch above the
Greyhound station in decor. But ideal physical locations, Secondly, I for others. For example, they attack
feel that the fraternities do not homosexuals without remembering
upon thinking over all the plans we
satisfactorily serve the needs of the that they are human beings as well.
mentioned to make Mather a more
majority of the students here, to say The innate goodness of man —
attractive and useful location for
nothing of the fact that they only whatever color, gender, or religion
Trinity students, I realized that the
perform token gestures towards in- he or she may be — must be uppermoney could lend itself to niuch
teraction with the Hartford com- most in our minds and hearts.
more constructive ends. The $2
million would be sufficient to pur- munity. Providing large parties and One's ideas should not prejudice
an occasional speaker is a lamen- another. Our crime-ridden society
chase each and every frat house,
table record for organizations needs to realize the value of each
which in turn could be converted inhuman being. Disagreement with
to student houses. Wesieyan U. has which are often referred to as forming the largest social force on cam- the President's policies or argument
a number of student houses that are
pus. Lastly, from what I have heard- with a peer should not lead to
more appropriately called special
violence. Our legal system punishes
of sexual harassment that occurs
interest houses. Groups of students
within the fraternities, and tromthe such violence, but our mentality
who share a common interest must
general opinion that the frats es- conceives it.
go through a student-selected compouse a 'meat market' atmosphere
Society needs to reaffirm its
mittee and the Dean of Residences
within their houses, I feel that the belief in the value of each human
with a proposal to show their degree
frats in many ways act to the detri- being. We have migrated from this
of commitment to their project, and
ment of every Trinity student.
tenet, and I think we need to return
to demonstrate how their house will
The special interest houses are a to it. An exercise like Awareness
serve to enhance the intellectual,
cultural, and social life of the col- viable social alternative to the frats Day awakens us to its meaning, but
and to the student house. Many it must be incorporated into our
lege community. I have heard of
diverse opportunities to meet and lives. For man to feel good about
ecology houses, human right
interact with students would himself, that he or she has value,
houses, women's group houses, a
become available. And the groups he must think of all human beings
house based on intellectual curiosiliving in the houses would change as good, without regard to any
ty, and many others. I don't see
yearly, thus enabling the houses to idiosyncracies like race, gender, or
why we can't think creatively and
opinions.
imagine what type of houses will fit be responsive to current student
needs.
I hope everything is fine where
the needs of the Trinity campus and
If you are interested in starting you are.
the Hartford community that we
up the special interest houses con- Your friend,
live in. There could be a house for
Ted Hartsoe
tact, Bob Doran •— Box 555.
the arts, drama, music, dance,
Dear friend,

FratemityAltematives
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Commentary
•A Letter to the Seniors•hi
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I am not there to watch the May
sunshine drown the ivy-covered
buildings or the frisbee games that
interrupt the ascent of evening.
Another senior class must move on,
grab their sheepskins and depart
the academic walls. Many who
take that long walk into the real
world are friends - friends with
whom I've spent a late night
studying after an early night's
procrastination, or gossiped over
pretzel rods between classes, or
just smiled at in passing along the
pavement. A certain empty feeling
does an odd number on my insides
when I think of Trinity without
them.
How can Tina Dow let anyone
else move into Erica's room? Who
will "mother" me when Liz is no
longer around? Will I ever finiah
the New York Times crossword
puzzle without the woodman? And
finally, who will defend me in the

have to get together" line, knowing
that it will never happen. It is just
their way of easing out - fading off.

Tripod when Gary Reisfleld ventures into medicinal fields? What
avout all those seniors who I smiled
at or attempted a flirtation with
(notice the use of "attempted") but
never really got to know? I have
become so used to having them
around, leading their lives within
the black iron fences, that their
absence will be hard to fathom,
harder still to accept. The end
rushes in and isn't it always the
case that I never get the chance to
meet all the people I wanted or
make those "we must get-togethers" that seemed like there was all
the time in the world for.
Semesters close in and then it's
good-bye.

Optimism tells me that I should
not be sad, that I'll keep in touch
but experience has dictated otherwise. Life's moves pull people
apart and long distance doesn't
come close to being there. Pretzel
rods don't fit through the wires and
there is no mutual round-the-corner pub to meet for a mutual beer,
no back-to-back mailboxes for midmorning gatherings and of course,
no cafeteria line in life where
complaints are shared, recent
crushes are stared at and sports
page happenings are discussed.

I don't know anyone who likes to
say good-bye to friends. Some cry,
some walk away and some just sort
of pretend that it isn't really
good-bye; they pull the same "we

The frame of existence narrows
and my loneliness extends beyond
close acquaintances. I will no
longer see those people whose
smiles made my day when I was
feeling the strains of academia

before an exam, as we laughed at
how little we knew. The list of
faces continues to float through my
brain and the truth amounts - 1 will
miss them all.
Yes, time marches on and someone else will move into Erica's

room, '81 becomes '82 and it will
be me grabbing the sheepskin. But
for the moment, I'd like to take
time out and raise the glass to '81 -you've made a difference and you
always will.
Kate Meyers

IFCs Corrects Faults

continued from page 6
veniently overlooked in the article on
the IFC meeting although the reporter was present when it was discussed. In the future we wish the
Tripod, in the interest of unbiased
reporting, would acknowledge the
accomplishments of the IFC.
Alex Kirk
Chris Leary
Steve Elmendorf
Tim Henry
Kate Ross
Ann Montgomery
Tom Chase

Mike Tucci
Liane Berrard
Jean Hayden
Dave Smith
Carl Rapp
Kurt Fround
RayTsukroff
IFC Representatives

CARE
Stay Aware

Abroad and Looking Back: Is Trinity Stimulating?
by Pat Morris
"If you're not part of the
solution, you're part of the problem." So said Eldrige Cleaver
before he succumbed to the lure of
the zeros and took up fashion
design.
I'm spending my junior year in
London and was looking through
some Trinity information the other
day and found a note from Dean
Winslow in one of his numerous
letters to foreign-study students
suggesting a letter to the Tripod
about experiences abroad. That
triggered some thoughts about
Camp Trin-Trin, and instead I'm
writing the thoughts as they occur
to a Trinity student away from
home; abroad abroad, as it were.

every exam and paper (the more
exact your repetition, the better)
what your professor/teacher has
been telling you, then you can get
at least a B , and probably an A. I
found this true in high school as
well as college. In high school the
goal is college, in college it's
graduate school. What matters
most for each step (although there
are still some who deny it) are your
grades, the old cumulative average. If regurgitation and not innovative, imaginative thinking is
the way to get high grades, and this
has been my experience, then is it
surprising that in their quest for
grades,- students settle into the
system and work on their memory.
The better you recall, the better
your GPA. We reward those with
good memories, not necessarily the
best students. The process is not
geared towards innovation.

Is Trinity an intellectually stimulating place? Are students there
in search of knowledge and broadIn all my years of high school and
ening their horizons, to get an
education, or a better job? Do tney college I've only had two courses
attend college just because it's the where regurgitation was not the
thing to do? If you could have been prime prerequisite for a good
guaranteed 50,000 dollars a year grade. One was at Trinity with
for the rest of your life (with Professor Kuyk (1 naturally got
adjustments for inflation, of course a "D"). I found it difficult to be
- and we'll throw in a nice hubby creative and think on my own; I'd
for the ladies) would you have gone had no experience at it. I couldn't
to college? Why not just sun and figure out why this guy wasn't
telling me all the answers so I could
scuba-dive in Florida all the time?
repeat them on the exam.
If Trinity is not a stimulating
The sad thing is that it is creativplace, whose fault is it? My feeling
ity and innovation that should be
is that it must lie with both the
emphasized; they are what educafaculty and the students, although I
tion should be about, what would
would put more of the burden on
give us a better society and each of
the latter.
us a better future (and all the rest
Having read the Tripod for two of that trite but true stuff). We
years and looking at the few I've can't always have someone to
seen this year, I've come to the repeat answers to.
conclusion that a semi-imaginative
My feeling is that individual
editor could sit down in September
and write a year's worth of Tripod's attention and small classes are
in a few days. The world may be required to spark and nurture
changing, but Camp Trin-Trin is creativity. How does a professor
just sitting still. The same old stimulate individuality in a class of
articles appear year in and year thirty-five, much less one hundred
out; "SGA Discusses New Pro- and fifty .students?
posals" (but does nothing), "Students Complain About SAGA,"
"TCB Attacks Racism On Campus," "Chet's Chicks (or Hoopsters, or Netters, any team will
do) Go One for One in Tough
Week." And so it goes. And then
every spring the administration
makes its significant decisions - the
students grumble a bit and then go
home for the summer and forget
about it.
Formal education in the States, it
seems to me, is simply a matter of
memory. If you can regurgitate on

Is CCAT still around, or did it
sink away into oblivion? If it's still
around - great, if not, maybe there
are some dissatisfied individuals,
and while committees just discuss,
the latter might actually accomplish something. At any rate, as
criticism is pointless without suggestions, here are a few.
1) Draw and quarter and then
dishonorably discharge the entire
admissions staff at Trinity. It is
they who must be held responsible

for turning Trinity into a rest home
for prep school drones who couldn't
get into the ivies. (No matter what
the public/private school percentages are, Trinity's atmosphere is
dominated by prep school flunkies).
2) Convince the administration
that "publish* or perish" is an
absurd motto for a school like
Trinity to follow when considering

vard, if he wants to teach and is
good at it, keep him.
3) To* lower the number of
students in classes, have faculty
members teach an extra section of
one of their classes each term. This
shouldn't involve that much extra
work as the same material would be
covered.
4) Convince the faculty to make
"A's" and " B ' s " mean something

in the department could look at the
exam or paper too. (In England,
three professors, one from outside
the university, grade each final
exam together). Having a different
viewpoint, the second professor
would be less likely to overlook
flaws in an argument that reflected
the thoughts of the first professor;
one is liable to be more lenient
when agreeing with the student's

tions. If a professor wants'to write
books, send him to Yale or Har-

Wm- Maybe to solve the problem
"f regurgitation, another professor

TomTKsS^ifieSSJrir
Tel]
deepening.

30 YEARS AGO. WE
PIONEERED LOW FARES
TO EUROPE. TODAY WE
STILL AT IT.
ONEWAY. STANDBY

NY TO LUXEMBOURG

Luxembourg to New York return ticket, with confirmed
reservation: $249.50 (V2 normal round trip fare) when
purchased with standby fare. Free wine with dinner, cognac
after. Prices effective through May 14,1981, subject to change
and government approval. Purchase tickets in the U.S.A.
. See your travel agent or call Icelandair. in New York City 757-8585'
elsewhere call 800-555-1212for the toll free number in your area '

ICELANDAIR
NOW MORE THAN EVER YOUR
BEST VALUE TO EUROPE
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Do you know what a youth stand-by fare is? No? Well, it's
an empty seat no one reserved at regular prices. Air New England is
prepared to make those seats available to you for extraordinarily
low prices if you're 21 or under. So you can fly somewhere
and back on Air New England for a lot less than you ordinarily
could. For example, a round-trip ticket from any of our New England
cities to Boston only costs 50 bucks. (That's beans!)
Or a round-trip from cities like Cleveland to Rochester, or Burlington
to New York only costs 75 bucks. (How d'ya like them apples?)
Fly stand-by with Air New England. Because if you can
stand the thought of waiting a bit, you stand to save a lot of money
Call your travel agent or us for prices and schedules.

Air New England
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Arts
unique personality. The limelight
was shared in every aspect of the
concert and each member became
a soloist as well as a part of the
group.
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The charming Madison Riley, leader of the Trinity Pipes, captured in an act of leading in the Pipes recent "Buttondown Sounds" Concert.
photo by Sue stanczyk

Come Go With Me, a '50's tune,
proved a good opener, filled with
cute movements which amused the
audience. This song was followed
by Part of. the Plan and Lord Save
A My Soul, a spiritual performed
without the usual accompaniment
of two guitars and an occasional
bass. This demonstrated the fine
musical ability of the group as well
as Us versatility. What impressed
this reviewer most was how well
balanced the voices were.
Next, the women did a fine
rendition of Boogie Woogie Bugle
Boy which was well enunciated and
well sung. The men countered with
Get a lob and Blue Moon with a
nice transition between the two
numbers. Riley, as director of the
group, is to be commended. The
practice and dedication of the
group showed throughout the
concert.

Next on the list was Teach Your
Children in which Scott Allyn
demonstrated
some
guitar
technique. The musical dynamics
in Lullaby of Broadway were
notable. To prove that they weren't
plained the origin of the concert's all "muzak," the Pipes took a risk
title. "Buttondown has nothing to by attempting an arrangement of
do with music -but describes the Keep Good Company by the rock
shirts of Pipes members twenty-one group Queen. The tune was a
years ago when the concert began," success complete with oohs, baba's
he recounted. The diverse and Fritz Eberle on the ukulele.
members took turns introducing
Corner of the Sky had a false
each selection, giving each one a start but once it got going it was

Buttondown Bravura
by Karen Webber
Friday, May 1, the Washington
Room was warm but the crowd was
in good spirits and anticipation
filled the air. The twenty-first
Annual Trinity Pipes Buttondown
Sounds concert was about to begin.
The lights dimmed and from the

very first note to the very last the
group was a joy to.listen to. Clad in
their spring blue and white outfits,
the Pipes established an immediate
rapport with the audience and the
enthusiasm they generated filled
the entire room. Madison Riley,
the group's charming leader ex-

wonderful. One could see each
singer had poise and if a mistake
was made it was quickly covered
up by another Pipe and went
unnoticed or incorporated into the
particular tune. Five Foot Two and
on to Trin Blues which was
dedicated to Chris Hillyer, a
former Pipes Director. Movin'
Right Along was cute and did just
that, and the smiles, gestures, and
facial expressions made the music
sparkle. The gals did a rendition of
Operator by the Manhattan
Transfer which was brassy, funny
and quite a crowd pleaser. Eva
Goldfarb began and each girl
added a different quality to the
number and when combined,
equalled dynamite.
Could the mer. top it? The
Schlitz Beer Commercial was
preceeded by Hello My Baby
complete with kisses, tugs and beer
held high. Good job men! A fine
arrangement of Amie followed. It
began very quietly and melodically
and half way through turned
unexpectedly upbeat. Julie Ann
which is a personal favorite of this
reviewer and Don't Cross the
River completed the concert.
The choice and placement of
songs was excellent and the
audience was quite appreciative.
The group sang three encores and
still left the audience wanting
more. The Pipes gave it their best,
and it showed. Congratulations Madison, Fritz, Andy, Eva, Scott
N., Grant, Scott A., Laura, Eleanor,
Dan, Deanna, Lindsey. BRAVO!!

Art Arts

ART. The mere utterance of the
word can wreak havoc at even the
most chic (chicest?) of cocktail
parties. ART. The mere utterance
can panic even the most collect of
all editors as they search for
someone to edit the Arts section of
their favorite Tabloid. ART. The
mere glance of the word oh the
newspaper page causes even the
most well read of students to turn
quickly looking for Sports
recounts.

Why do such phenomena occur?
Trite as it may sound the old adage
about beauty being in the eye of
the beholder aptly applies to art.
The entire concept presupposes
definition, and therefore, its introduction into any discussion
causes the aforementioned havoc.

Has the Tripod been successful
in causing havoc in dashing any
artful presuppositions? Despite my
obvious bias, I think it fair to
answer in the affirmative to both
questions. Considering the various
art, music and theater seminars,
and the questionable headlines to
name but a few, I think it fair to say
havoc has reigned. I also think this
is how it should be. For those of
you who have bypassed the Arts
section for Sports, 1 am sorry for
you have missed an opportunity to
pick up some great cocktail
conversation. I know that I have
not been disappointed with the
experience.

For D@ffcioiiB Pizza amd
Hot Ov&ts
Call when you .
laaw® — it will
be ready upon
your am¥al.

Denise M. D'Agostino

End on High Note
by Dana Gidding
The Trinity Concert Choir, recently returned from a successful
tour of the east coast, will present
an entirely new program this weekend. The Choir, conducted by
Gerald Moshell, will perform "A
Prosram of British Music of the 18th
19th and 20th Centuries," on May
8th and 9th at 8:15'p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center.
The program will consist of three
works by British composers. The
first will be Benjamin Britten's Rejoice in the Lamb, a 20th century
piece based upon the poetry of 19th
century write Christopher Smart.
It features soloists Andrew Carlson
'84, Lisa D'Addeo "82, Hilary Rao
'83 and Susan Rutherford '82.
Second on the program will be G.F.
Handel's Utrecht Jubilate, written in
1713 in honor of Peace of Utrecht.
It will be performed with orchestra
and soloists, Peter Brown '82, Maria
Lavieri '84 and Richard Wagner '83.
The second half of the program

will feature in its entirety Act II of
Gilbert and Sullivan's H.M.S.
Pinafore. Set on board a ship in
the Queen's Navy, it is the story of
a captain's daughter promised to an
admiral but in love with a mere
sailor. Also lurking about the ship
are a villahous pirate, a mysterious
gypsy woman and a meddling
second cousin. There is a typical
G&S plot twist and of course
everyone lives happily ever after.
The cast of Pinafore includes Grant
Cochran '84 as the Captain, H.
Scott Nesbitt '83 as Sir Joseph,
Dana Giddings '82 as Josephine,
Thomas Perry '82 as Ralph
Rackstraw, Beverley Gebelein '83
as Little Buttercup, Kyle Saunders
'82 as Dick Deadeye, Virginia
O'Brien '81 as Cousin Hebe and
Michael Bienkowski '81 as the
Boatswain.
This will be the Concert Choir's
last performance of the year. General admission is $3.00; Trinity personnel, students and senior citizens
are $1.50.

Come in and Eat in oyr
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!
287 New Britain Avenue,
Hartford

Across from
South Campus

Richard Staron, prop.

Phone

247-0234
1
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"Dancescapes" of Harmony
by Adrienne Lotoskl
' On May 1st and 2nd the Trinity
; College Dance Program presented
•j its annual performance, "Dancescapes," choreographed by both
students and faculty. The dance
: concert was composed of eight
[ pieces each with its own individual
i character, yet all displayed the
j common elements of continuous
energy, free flow and the harmony
of movement.
"Paces" choreographed by Susan
Kidman '81, was set to the music of
Tim Weisberg and was performed
.) by Patty Bave, Sarah Green,
; Valerie Foley, Allison Friday,
:< Adrienne Merjian, Teresa Payne,
: Alison Pomerantz, and Debbie
j Vesley. This piece employed a
; contrasting element of sustained
and quick movements. The dani cers'costumes consisted of various
i combinations of black, red and
j white pants and tops. Throughout
the dunce, the performers split into
two groups of four in which many
contrasting qualities were evident."
Overall, the work contained much
spirit and enthusiasm and was a
most appropriate starting point for
the performance.
Tim Martin '83 (choreographer)
and Dave Guild danced the second
work entitled "Pilobolesque." This
piece was presumably inspired from
the dance, "Pilobolus." This
group is noted for its great rapport
among its members and the many
movements they perform based on
& solid sense of balance. This was

i l a t required a sound relationship
of balance between the dancers. It
was quite apparent that the two
performers were in conflict
throughout most of the work as
they seemed to be dueling and
wrestling with each other, Martin,
whp was attired in a black leotard
and tights and had rather long
fingernails, symbofeed the evil
antagonist. Guild, who appeared in
contrasting white leotard and tights
was the protagonist. Music was not
selected for the piece as the
dancers feJt that it was not deemed
necessary.

Teresa Payne '81, who views
"dance as almost a prayer,"
choreographed the next piece
entitled "Prayer." The dance was
set to the "Pachelbel Canon" and
was danced by Payne, Marybeth
Callan and Allison Friday. The
dancers effectively complemented
the theme through the use of slow,
sustained, light and flowing
movements. A feeling of peace and
jtranquility transcended throughout
the work and the quiet and subdued lighting added to this effect.
It appeared the dancers were
thinking of a higher being as their
attention was often directed upward.
"Dawnings and Tidesongs"
which was choreographed by Judy
Dworin and the Dance Faculty,
was one of the longer pieces
contained in the program. A
feeling of new birth and discovery
emanated as the dancers, Valerie
Foley, Allison Friday, Susan
Kidman, and Wendy Markoff
slowly entered onto the stage. The
music, composed by Paul Horn,
sounded like the thrashing sea and
crashing waves and interacted with
the slow, sustained movements
characteristic of this dance. It was
apparent that a strong feeling and
connection developed amongst the
four dancers and that this dance
was specifically" choreographed for
them only. This piece was typical
of the style of Dworin's work as one
could sense free, miturnl, open and
breathing movements.
"Plenilune," meaning full moon,
was the title of the next piece
choreographed and danced by
Valerie Foley '81 and Susan
Kidman. "Plenilune" was inspired
by "Ancient Voices," a piece by
Paul Winter which the dance was
set to. Their costumes consisted of
a floral print skirt with a matching
sleeveless top which was designed
by Kidman. A large circular
projection of Green Leaves appeared on the backdrop that nicely
accented the costumes, the music,
and the dance. Their movements

"Danceseapes" performed this past weekend by Trinity Dance students was indeed a performance of
intrigue and beauty as this photograph proves.
photo by Ketyn A. Gmiis

the story "A Place in Particular,"
by Panny S utter '81 which appeared in the 1980 fall edition of
the Trinity Review. The piece
opened with Sutter sitting on the
floor talking about her life as a
child in Long Beach, New York. As
she continued her story, Susan
Kidman
and
Annette
Schlagenhautf performed various
phrases sof Sutler's story. A nice
combination of dance and theatre
was evident in the work and made
it unique from the others.
The final work, "Traclcdan.ce,"
was choreographed by Judy
Dworin and the Dance Faculty.
Anne Evans, Valerie Foley, Allison
Friday, Susan Kidman, Wendy
Markoff and Tony Shenton were
clad in shorts, T-shirts and sneakers
which gave the piece a sporty
motif. The music, "Bilal Abdurahan," was written for children
and gave the dance a comical flair.
It was quite evident that all the

were continuous in free flow and
lightness as they danced with a very
relaxed air. Throughout most of
the piece, their movements were
symmetrical and even when they
were not the same, their
movements had a common style.
One was able to sense a definite
flow of energy between the two as

llicir movements breathed and
shifted with one another^
"Sunshower," choreographed
and danced by Tony Shenton '81,
was probably one of the more
mellow pieces and was set to the
music of Hugh LeCraine. It was an
interesting contrast to the other
dances as this was the only solo
work in "Danceseapes." Both the
lighting and costume of Shenton
were green which provided a cool
and airy atmosphere. For the most
part, the movements were slow and
sustained and a minimum amount
of space was utilized.
The next piece was adapted from

dancers thoroughly enjoyed
performing the dance as smiles
played on all their faces and their
movements were characteristic of
this enchantment. As they jumped
rope, played hop-scotch, ran
around, somersaulted and rolled
around, the flow and continuity of
energy appeared in their light, free
and quick movements. As a whole,
this piece was the most powerful
and most appropriate to conclude
the program.
"Danceseapes" was a fine
performance produced by the
Trinity Dance Faculty and
students, The costumes, scenery
and lighting considerably supplemented the effectiveness of the
performance. Each work had its
own distinct charm and beauty
which appealed to one's visual
enjoyment. Both the faculty and
students deserve much credit and
respect for this annual dance
performance.

Arts Calendar

Painter Lectures
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Senior BeetiaS
On Sunday, May 10th., Paul
Orlando will give his senior recital
in the Trinity College Chapel.
Tenor Orlando will begin at 4:00
p.m. The event is sponsored by
Chapel Music and the public is
cordially invited to attend.

Ctretis mm 1mm

Peace Corps and VfSTA Volunteers
i-or

Dr. Borden W. Painter Jr.,
professor of history at Trinity, will
speak on "The Mussolini
Documents: The Story of a
Collection" at Trinity's Watkinson
Library on Monday, May 11 at 4:30
p.m. The public is invited to attend.
Dr. Painter, who is a European
historian recently catalogued the
collection and edited a booklet
about it, which can be obtained
from the College for $2.50.
An exhibit of outstanding items
from the collection, entitled
"Mussolini and Italian Fascism"
will be on display at the Watkinson
Library until June 30.
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The Hartford Coliseum wilt
abound with amazing attractions,
dozens of zany Laughienders and
glittering gala production ex-

.

Even the commercial and the crass have a place in the Arts pages as a
Tripod legacy continues.
$5.00 to $7.50. Contact
travaganzas when Ringling Bros, rangeC ifrom
vic
Center for more inand Barnum & Bailey Circus ^
comes to town May 12-17. Prices formation.

More Sports

Weight Lifting Results
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On Sunday April 26, seventeen
members of the Trinity College
Community participated in the
second annual Weightlifting Tour, nament sponsored by the Bantam
Barbell Club. Trophies were awarded to first place finishers while
second and third place contestants
received medals and ribbons.
Chris Morello grabbed top
honors as he captured the outstanding lifter award. The award is
based on an index of weight divided
by the participant's weight. The 156
Ib. Morello pushed up 270 lbs for a
1.74 index. Soph John Lemonick
won the 187 Ib class with the top lift
of the day (315 lbs) and finished
with the second highest index-1.69.
Greg Hasson aided a.Jones contingent by gaining second place. In
the 138 lb class, soph Tim Yasui
defended his title by outdistancing
Andy Goldberg and Paul Mitchell.
Doctor Harvey Picker, the only
faculty entrant, benched 275 lbs. to
triumph in the 165 lb category and
finished with the third highest index-1.66. Soph T.R. Goodman
nailed down second in the 165 lb.
class.
The 178 lb class proved to be the
biggest showdown of the afternoon
as Jones' frosh Dan Palazzolo
edged out soph Dave Sehring 275
lbs. to 270 lbs. Following Palazzolo's triumph, another Jones
frosh, George Keanna, gave the
Wide World of Sports inspired
dorm more bragging rights. Keanna
pushed up 300 lbs. to outdistance
two tough competitors: Jim

The winners display their trophies from weightlifting competition.
Kachadoorian and Dave Mech.
Senior Art Stern hit the triple century mark in winning the 210 Ib.
category over Jones frosh Kevin
O'Connor. In the battle of the
unlimiteds,
soph
Mark

LaMagdeline successfully recovered
from a shoulder injury to outlift
junior Justin George.
Club President and tourney
organizer Dom Rapini commented,,

"The Lifters were enthusiastic, and
they're already looking forward to
next year," The new equipment the
club has obtained, three full benches, squat rack and corresponding

photo by A. Marc Ackerman

weight paraphenalia, spurred on the
lifters and are in constant use. The
turnout was good and next year
organizers are hoping that women
will enter,

Tennis Team Concludes 'iTHeeBe WeeE
The Cadets of West Point
The Trinity - Tennis Team
concluded a hectic week of traveled to Hartford on Tuesday.
matches on Thursday, culminating They proved to be a tough opin the New England Cham- ponent, as they won the match, 6-3.
pionships at Amherst College. On Drew Hastings, Andy Loft, and
Monday, April 27th, the Bantams Jamie Brown each won their
took on the Huskies of UCdnii at matches by respective scores of 6the Trinity Courts. Trinity -was 4, 6-2, 6-4, 6-7, 6-2, 1-6, 6-4, 6-0. In
victorious, overcoming UC onn by doubles, all three Trinity teams lost
a match -score of 7 - 2. Neil to Army, in close matches.
Schneider, Bob Bortnick, Andy
In a match which had been
Loft, Jamie Brown, and Steve Solik
all won easily, in two sets. Drew rescheduled due to rain, Tufts
Hastings, playing in the tf 1 slot, hosted Trinity on Wednesday. The
had a tough match, losing to his Trinity team played well, winning
opponent, 6-3, 64. In doubles the match 5-4. Hastings lost a three
action, Hastings and Solik won 6-1, set battle, 1-6,1-6, 6-4. The doubles
6-3. The # 2 team of Brown and team of Hastings and Solik conBortnick had a close match, finally- tinued their winning ways, beating
winning 6-4, 6-4. Deitch and Fuller the Tufts team 9-6, 6-3. In the final
lost in a three set thriller, 6-1,1-6,7- match of the week, Connecticut
College came to Trinity, on
6.

Thursday only to be handed a £
crushing 8-0 defeat. Trinity was in £
fine form, as they overpowered the f
n
Conn College Squad. . r
Last weekend, the Bantams
played in the New England
Championships
at
Amherst
College. The team did not fare as
well as was expected, but all played
their hardest. Hastings and Solik,
the # 1 Doubles team, won the
consolation doubles competition,
qualifying for the National
Championships to be played later
this month in Maryland. Next week
we will have the final results of the
New Englands. Wednesday, the
Bantams close their season with a
rescheduled
match
against
Wesleyan
in
Middletawn.

Captain Drew Hasting prepares to serve the ball.

Offensive Outburst Welcomed Despite Loss to Chiefs
the next two innings to put the contest out of reach. The final count
ninth. The Bantams were held read 10-0 in the Bantam's favor.
Mike Schweighoffer picked up
scoreless in their half of the tenth
inning. The Chiefs then rallied for a the win, his third, in going the disrun in the bottom of the tenth in- tance. The shutout was the first of
ning, defeating the Bantams 11-10, his Trinity College career. Peter
Despite the loss, the offensive Martin continued his rampage at
outburst by the Bantams was a wel- the plate, banging out three more
comed sight. They pounded out • hits. Mike Elia, Steve Woods and
thirteen hits, led by Peter Martin . Jim Bates each had two hits irt supwith four; Jim Bates, Steve Woods port o f Schweighoffer. This was,
and Steve Guglielmo had two perhaps, the Bantams most impressafeties apiece. The hitting display sive victory of the season. They
was in vain, however, as the Trinity hoped to repeat this performance
moundsmen failed to protect their on Saturday, when the Colby White
leads. Yet, the Bantams played well Mules came to Hartford for a twinin defeat and looked forward to the bill. '
Under threatening skies, Mike
week's remaining games.
The Bowdoin Polar Bears tra- Shimeld took the mound for the
veled to Hartford on Friday to meet Bantams, He hoped to pick up his
the Bantams. Trinity really did not second victory of the week. With
-know what to expect, seeing that the score tied 0-0 entering the botthey had not' played Bowdoin in tom of the second inning, the Trinithree years. However, the outcome ty batsmen went to work by loading
was little in doubt, as the Bantams the bases for Steve Guglieimo. The
struck early. Ahead 1-0 after three junior outfielder proceeded to crash
innings, Trinity scored six runs in a grand-slam homerun to give the
continued front page 16

Bantams a 4-0 lead. This was all the
support Shimeld would need as he
was cruising along smoothly. Nick
Bordieri added to this lead with a
two-run homerun of his own in the
fourth inning. The final count read
6-2 in favor of Trinity.
Shimeld went 6.3 innings before
tiring and giving way to Ander
Wensberg, who picked up the save,
In picking up the victory, Shimeld
raised his record to 4-2, and has
accounted for four of the seven
Trinity wins. Steve Guglieimo and
Nick Bordieri were the.hitting stars,
driving in all the Bantam runs.
Trinity quickly fell behind:in the
second game of the twin-bill, as
'John Valencia was touched for two
early: runs. However, the Bantams
tied it in the second inning on.a
Tom Savage single and a Colby miscue. The White Mule's came back to
take the lead in the third inning with
four runs, as John Valencia was
relieved by Ander Wensberg. Trin-

ity rallied for two runs in the fifth Martin was exceptional at the plate,
inning to cut the gap to 6-4. But hiking, his" average to .408. The
Colby scored two more runs in its junior, Ail-American had been enhalf of the sixth, building an 8-4 ad- joying a consistently productive
vantage. The Bantams would not year, but this week was something
give up though. They rallied for special. He lined shots to all fields
four runs in their half of the sixth in raising his average 50 points.
inning to tie the contest. However, Steve Guglieimo also continued his
Colby was not to be denied. Upon hot hitting, keeping his average in
entering extra innings, the White the .360 range.
Mule scored five times in the top
half of the eighth inning to put the
contest out of reach. The final score
Entering the final week of the
was 13-8.
campaign, the Bantams show a
record of 7-11-1. With two games
The week was a successful 6ne remaining, they cannot hope to
for the Bantams. Despite only a 3-2 match their record of last year.
record to show, it easily could have However, they can finish the year
been 5-0 with a few breaks. Mike on a positive note,^especially with
Shimeld had an excellent week, victories -against two opponents
picking up two wins to raise his such as Central Connecticut and
record to 4-2. Offensively, Peter Amherst,

REMINDER

"Ferris Center will be closed during Spring weekend - Saturday
jfeSunday_,_May 9 and 10. No Student Rec on these d a t e V l ^ ^ .

J.
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More Sports
SPOR TS COMMENTARY
Look Ahead: The Dad Vail Regatta National Small College Rowing Championships
by Bill Paine
The Dad Vail Regatta, held in
Philadelphia on the Schulkill River,
is the largest college championship
-owing regatta in this country. It
may not, in the eyes of Harvard or
the University of Washington, have
;he reputation of the Eastern
Sprints or the IRA Regatta but
from its origin as a minor regatta
featuring minor rowing programs,
the Dad Vail has grown to be
recognized as the most fiercely competitive national level championship
regatta, featuring some of the country's most extraordinary crews. No
onger limited to a clique of east
:oast small colleges, crews racing in
:he two-day regatta come from
Kansas, Minnesota, and alPover the
nidwest as well as from eastern coleges and universities. There have
seen in the past few years an in:reasing number of foreign crews as
veil, especially from Canada.

ple, who boats up to 4 freshman
heavyweight crews and has an endowment earmarked for crew that
exceeds most small colleges' entire
operating budget, is able to produce
awesome varsity crews; Trinity has
difficulty each year attracting
enough freshmen to fill out one
heavyweight and one lightweight
boat, and has not had the personnel
to boat a JV heavyweight eight
since the spring of 1978.

And yet, Trinity crews have
proven in competition with large
programs at such events as the
Head of the Charles and early
season brushes with Ivy League
boats that their caliber of rowing is
up to or better than many of these
rowing powers. An overall ranking
in the top 20 at the 1980 Head of the
Charles puts Trinity among the best
programs in the nation, regardless
of size. In our own class, Trinity is a
respected name and a feared oppoWhat makes the competition so nent. In 1979, Trinity captured the
ntense and the quality of rowing so Jack Bratton Point Trophy at the
mazing is that most of the rowing Dad Vail and thus became National
irograms represented at the Dad Small College Champions. Last
/ail are small and sparsely funded year, Trinity missed by two points
:ompared to the programs repre- to the Coast Guard Academy; one
ented at the Eastern Sprints and boat coming in one place better
he IRA's. Many, like Trinity, are would have captured the trophy.
unded largely through alumn and
Being a former lightweight, I
riends, with the oarsmen and oars- myself am proud of Trinity's Lightomen themselves paying for such weight Varsity record over the past
hings as entry fees, racing three-and-a-half years, since the fail
miforms, and transportation. The of 1977: in eights, 1 bronze at the
larent college or university may not Head of the Charles, and 1 silver, 1
ven recognize rowing as a varsity bronze, and a gold medal National
Further complicating things Championship at the Dad Vail; in
piolouii, Z biuiuc medals at the HcdJ
rams are recruiting potelfliToars- of the Charles.* Typical of Lightfrom a limited student body, weight achievements are three of
ompeting for attention with more this year's seniors on the Varsity,
raditional sports programs that are Henry Fox, Edward Kloman, and
nore visible on campus. It is not Gordon Armour, who have each
urprising that Harvard, for exam- won 2 gold medals, a silver, and a

bronze at the Dad Vail, and 3 regular season race since the fall of
bronze medals at the Head of the 1977 (Women's Crew began racing
Charles. Undefeated in this year's in the spring the next season).
racing season, the Varsity Lights Twenty consecutive wins over the
will face threats from Marietta and past four years is an impressive and
FIT among others in both heats and little matched achievement. Recentfinals in quest of a second straight ly, that record has been harder and
gold medal.
harder to maintain as the quality of
It is unfortunate that the Trinity women's rowing in general has been
Varsity Heavyweights do not have rapidly overtaking the older men's
as many bits of tinsel to hang on
their walls as do the Lightweights, programs, last year's Women's VarCertainly, this sad fact has nothing sity event at the Dad Vail contained
to do with their ability or their ac- the largest number of entries ever,
complishments. Last year, the Var- second only to the heavyweight
sity heavies were undefeated in Varsity. Competition at this year's
regular season racing, overcoming Vail will be tough, with Holyoke a
powerful crews like UMass. The palpable threat considering that the
competition in the Heavyweight margin of victory over that boat
division of Dad Vail class programs was only 0.1 seconds in the
is very tough, since many programs, Varsity's first race of the season.
like UMass, sacrifice lightweight Conn College is planning to go to
boats to fill out and improve their the Eastern Sprints and won't be at
heavyweight programs. Thus, a the Dad Vail.
troubled program with limited personnel and resources will usually
Freshmen crew is one of those
put everything into producing the unpredictable events in which
fastest possible heavyweight eight. literally anything can happen, VaryTraditionally the most numerous ing levels of experience coupled
division at the Dad Vail, the early with the novelty of racing at the
heats often require a minimum se- Dad Vail can produce the most
cond place finish to move up to the extraordinary results, from the
next round; last year's Varsity classic "choke" to a nothing boat
Heavies missed that second place coming out of nowhere to win on
finish in the semi-finals by a foot, a d r e n a l i n p o w e r . T r i n i t y ' s
missing first place by 2 feet. That freshmen have had good seasons,
boat went on to win a decisive and the Heavyweights are having a specimpressive Petit Final. This year, tacular season and have as good if
only the spectre of Coast Guard's not better a shot at a gold medal as
victory at the season's first race, a any Frosh boat in recent years. The
win made dubiously significant by Lightweights, with a more erratic
ilic iiiijjo.s.Mblc cundiuuiUi, Udiiji season, have shown incredible proover one of Trinity's fastest Heavy- gress over the past three weeks and
weight crews in recent years.
should give many of their competitors a nasty shock.
The Women's program is another
strong performer, Until the meeting
with Connecticut College's Varsity,
The unknowns of Trinity's proour Varsity Women had not lost a gram are actually some of .the

hardest workers. The JV Lights, the
Novice Women, and the Heavy
Four are undeservedly overlooked
by press coverage of Trinity's racing
and by many of the nonrowing
spectators. Facing a racing schedule
guaranteed to create frustrations,
the JV Lights have performed
remarkably well, coming back from
each loss to work harder at the next
race, constantly refining and
polishing their rowing. Several of
the Varsity Lights have said that
seeing the JV win a gold would be
as great a moment for the varsity
oarsmen as winning the gold themselves. The Novice Women, starting
the year as Trinity's most inexperienced crew, were plagued by
that inexperience all through the
first half of the season. Their first
race was lost due to First-race jitters, while their second race was lost
due to unfamiliarity with sprinting
tcchnqiues. A key victory for the
Novices, although losing to Con
necticut College, was their second
place finish over Wesleyan two
weekends ago. They are now more
confident of their rowing ability
and certain to do well at the Vail
The heavy Four has had a mixed
season, indicative of the wide variations in speed that one can expeel
from the Varsity Four division ol
the Dad Vail. However, last week's
drowning of Marist proves that thij
four is among the faster racing in
Philadelphia.

The 1981 Dad Vail Championship
Regatta could well prove to b
Trinity's regatta, As each boat
works towards the finals, and then
towards the gold medal, Trinity wil
be collecting points towards th<
Jack Bratton Point Trophy.

Crew sweeps At Lake Waramaug: Wins Over Williams,
Ithaca, and Marist in Last Race Before Dad Vail

by BUI Paine
All eight Trinity boats won
significant victories Saturday in a
four-way regatta against Williams,
Ithaca, and Marist on Lake Wnramaug (near Kent, Ct.). Marking
the last regular season race before
next weekend's Dad Vail Regatta in
Philadelphia, the decisive command of the water exhibited by all
the crews shows a high level of
readiness for the Championships.
The smallest margin of victory was
4.9 seconds in the Varsity Heavyweight race, while the greatest
margin was set by the surprising
Novice Women who crossed the
line 38,0 seconds ahead of their
competition.
_ A variable quartering crosswind
kicked up only a moderate amount
of c
*'op but gave the earlier four
races an advantage over the rest.
The Freshmen Light weights initiated the sweep, drowning Ithaca's
boat by .six .seconds {Trin • (rJb.Q,
I'haca - 6:42.0). Next, the Novice
Women overpowered their Ithaca
opponent, proving thai they have
gained the experience and confidence that was lacking in their
early races a'rin - 7:40.3. Ithaca &18.3). The Heavyweight Four
extended the sweep with a nine
second victory over Marist (Ton 7:03.4. Mrst - 7:12.4). The sweep
gained momentum of its own as the
rreshmen Heavyweights capped
a
» undefeatedd season with the
fastest time of the day '{Trin - 6:24.4. Ithaca -

Williams - 7:08.3). Marist's second
Delayed for several minutes by
place finish, only 14.8 seconds
Marist exchanging oarsmen and
behind Trinity was unexpected,
Williams taking the scenic route to
indicating great improvement in
the staging area, the Varsity Lightthat program since last year. The
weight race missed the only opportunity for absolutely windless and JV Lights handily destroyed an
Ithaca boat by 17.5 seconds; this
flat water. By the time all four
boats reached the line (this was the boat has been moving faster and
only four boat race of the day), a faster in the last two weeks (Trin steady cross/headwind had compli- 7:00.7, Ithaca-7:18.2).
cated the start. Regardless, TrinThe Varsity Heavyweights held
ity's Varsity Lights pulled out to an
off a strong Williams attack to win
early lead and continued their
by a 4.9 second boat-length. Jumpunbeated record (Trin - 6:32.5,
ing out to an early 3/4 length lead
Marist - 6:47.3, Ithaca - 6:55.3,

in the first 500 meters, the Heavies
were unable to break contact with
the tenacious Williams crew, drawing inches of open water only
briefly at the 1000m. Rowing at a
constant 34-36 spm, Trinity did not
appear to have taken a sprint at the
finish (Trin - 6:24,0, Williams 6:28.9, Ithaca -6:51.4).
The Varsity Women bounded
back from last week's loss to blow
away from Marist by 32.7 seconds,
a split surpassed only by the
Novices.
Again, Trinity took
control of the race right from the

Varsity heavyweights row to the boathouse after a hard day IH preparation for the Dad Vail,

settle, moving out to an open water
lead by the 500m. From there on,
the Women picked up length after
length of water over their nearest
opponent (Trin - 7:30.6, Marist 8:01.3, Ithaca -8:06.5).
Celebrating the clean sweep, the
oarsmen and oarswomen staged a
mass coxswain dunking shortly
after the Women's race capped the
victory. Next week, expect to see
more wet coxswains, laundry bags
full of shirts, and gold medals. The
Dad Vail will conclude the' 1981 .
Crew season.
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Women's Lax Continue their Rampage
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Having neatly disposed of
Amherst and Williams last week,
the Lady Bants are excited to continue their rampage in this final
week of competition. Not that last
week's games weren't exciting for
they were, just that the Bantams
have gotten revenge and hope to use
it as their game plan in their games
this week against Brown today and
Wesleyan on Thursday. In fact victory isn't even the word for both
teams — instead it's team unity and
spirit that have driven them both to
hold their present 7-1 records. It is
for these reasons that those Lady
Bants won last week.
On Monday Trinity knew that
they were in for a tough battle
against Amherst. After all, Amherst
held the title for the traditional
"Little Three" conference. This
fact however did little to deter the
Lady Bants determination, if
anything it inspired it. With an instructive practice on Sunday combined with invigorating warm-ups
on Monday, it was obvious that the
least Trin could do was to give the
Lady Jeffs a good run for their
money. Although Amherst fought a
well-played game, Trinity's Varsity
stuck to what they knew how to do
best and garnered a well-deserved
11-5 win.
Lead scorer of the day. was Bundy
with 4, followed by Lee-Harvey
Nolen and freshmen sensation
Lynch with 3~ apiece, and Susie
Schwartz with 1. The attack worked
particularly hard on their offensive
maneuvers while the defense moved
beautifully both out guessing their

opponents' next moves and working the ball up to the attacking end
of the field. Although the entire
team played well, the most outstanding play was demonstrated by
defensewoman Lisa Lorillard. Up
against the Lady Jeff's leading
scores, she contained her opponent
throughout the game, thereby making her vitually useless to her
Amherst teammates. • While Lorillard did her job, other seniors Dottie Bundy and Anne Madaradz continued to increase points to their
records which stand at 104 and 289
saves respectfully.
While the Varsity firmly put their
Amherst opponents in their rightful
places, the Trin J.V. literally
devastated their foes with a clean
19-6 sweep. Junior Lisa Donahue
pumped in 6 goals as lead scorer for
her team followed by Lisa Sperry
with 5. In turn, Spizzirri added 3
tallies, while Casazza gamed 2 and
Strong, Gill, and Johnson put in
one apiece. Consistent hard work,
especially shown by Athens,
Strong, and Axelrod was the key to
this Lady Bants victorious success.
The following Wednesday, under
fickle skies, Trinity hosted their
Florida-West coast tournament
rivals, the Purple Cows of Williams.
The rivalry between these two teams
has been almost as intense as the
Triri-Wesleyan rift, therefore the
Bantams were more than psyched to
turn the tides from last year's
unforgettable loss. Needless to say
Williams and Trinity battled it out

Trinity laxwoman deflects the lacrosse ball.
the Purple Cows and left the field Nalle took over
over where Goalie
with a devastating 18-7 win.
Madarasz (11 saves) left off. In
Lee Nolen was particularly goal turn, Mooney, Lorillard, Swecker,
hungry and added a mere 10 extra and Lynch continued the down
goals to her ever-increasing goal- field play, thereby setting up the
scoring record. Susie SchvyartzROt a

photo by Fritz Merlzon

J.V. Bants kept their cool and
Donahue and Sperry were once
again the lead scorers with 3 and 2
goals respectively. In turn, Johnson, Spizzarri, Gill, and Waugh
jiUfikfijttJHMyrii fhe .Williams defense
TPTgIITnBOttl aplooj Hnd .fct

Schwartz. For those who were there
to witness it, the Varsity Bants
exemplified woman's lacrosse at its
best.
Following the Varsity game, the
Trin J.V. took to the field to battle
out their own heated contest and
Playing perhaps the best game yet although they stood up well to the
of their season, the entire team Purple Cows, they unfortunately
worked together for picture-perfect suffered a 11-9 defeat at the hands
connections. Larkin, Witbeck, and of their opponents. Regardless, the

trick of her own, while Bundy
raised her record to 106 goals in her
Trin career by adding 2 more shots
past the Williams goalie. In turn
Passarelli, Lynch, and Mooney
each tallied for a goal themselves.

Strong each provided 3 goal-scoriM
assists.
Despite this loss, this team has
held a fantastic 7-1 record and hope
with the combined efforts of
players like Axelrod, Athans, Gill,
Mathiason, Waugh and Strong to
continue their winning streak.
Trinity Varsity also holds this
same record going into their final
week of competition.

WPI Downs Tracksters
Last Wednesday, WPI Men's
Track team thwarted Trinity's attempt to steal an upset by securing a
victory by a 83-62 margin. The Bantam record falls to 1-3.

flew through the 800 meters in a
personal test clocking of 2:00.4, but
his Dave Wottle kick proved to be
of no avail as the WPI runner prevailed. Up and coming Steve Klots
followed with a third place personal
best 2:05 time in the two lap event.

the wire to finish second in the noncurve event.
The Blue ana Gold edged the
Worcester based squad in the jumping events 15-12. Nesbitt and Paul
Merrigan kept the Trin in sweats by
soaring 1-2 in the long jump. Nesbitt added two more bounds to his
victory to place second in the triple
jump while high jumpers Zawodniak and Phil Japy arched to 2-3
finishes in the standard, bar and pitcontest, Junior Justin George (142)
and soph Dom Rapini (139') engineered a 1-2 finish in the hammer
while Rapini heaved the 16 lb. shot
(46') to a second place mark. Sopn
newcomer Mark LaMagdelaine hurled the javelin to a season best lw
distance in gaining third place for
the Banta

Trin's running corps put the heat
on WPI early as frosh Steve Klots
An injury to Co-Captain John
(4:15) and senior Alex Magoun
placed 2-3 in the 1500 meters. Sophs Brennan dampened the Bants hopes
Scott Nesbitt and Bruce Zawodniak in the intermediate hurdles as Scott
Trinity laxwoman "fires" a shot on the opposing goalie.
battled the wind to.rackjip 1-2 in Nesbitt valiantly took third place
the 110 meter hurdles. Then, in true against two tough Beavers. In the
Olympic fashion^ the tandem of Pat 400 meters, senior Gavin Reardon
Lyle (11.5) and George Capozzi tried to alter the WPI two race win(11.6) dashed across the 100 meter ning streak, but he faced two
finish line in first and second, arms quarter horses and Gavin came
across the line in 55 seconds, good
would give them a more competitive waving and smiles beaming from
by Dennis Gillooly
enough for third place. It was a portheir
faces.
Applying
more
pressure
game
this
time
around.
This
was
in• Entering the busiest portion of its
tent of things to come in the 200
to
WPI,
Magoun
ran
away
with
the
schedule, the Trinity College Var- deed the story. The Bantams tallied
Meters. Running on a straightaway
3,000
meters
while
John
Arbolino
five
runs
in
the
third
inning,
highsity Baseball team hoped to forget
beach,
Lyle was; just;. nippi
nipped at
sped
to
third.
Frosh
Terry
Rousseau
beach. Pat^
Fat Ly
the disappointing losses of the past lighted by Nick Bordieri's two-run
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•
•
•
•
single.
But
this
was
almost
all
the
weekend, and play up to its potenWith his dual victory in the Mile against Wesleyan, Alex Magoun became the first
tial. In addition to the four sched- offense they could muster. The
Trinity runner to complete the double since 1963. Magoun, the school record holder in
uled games (Springfield, Bowdoin, Hawks made things close, but
the 3 Mile [14:45.8], also became the first Bantam harrier to win the vintage double
Colby-2), an earlier postponement Trinity prevailed by a score of 6-3.
against Wesleyan since 1958, coincldentally the year of Alex's births
with U. Hartford was slated. A sucMarti"
For the Bantams, Mike Shimeld tarn bats were silent for the most the bottom of thp second inning, times to take the lead. Peter basescessul week would turn the jeason
reaching starter pave Gasiorowski capped this rally with a
hurled 6.3 innings to notch his third part.
around for the 4-9-1 Bantams.
victory of the season. The sophoOn Wednesday, the Bantams for a single tally. Trinity opened loaded double. Ahead 10-7 <
The team traveled to West Hartford on Monday to meet the Hawks more righthander turned in a gutsy were on the road once again, facing things up more in the third inning, the ninth inning, Trinity had ^
performance, as he battled a sore the Chiefs of Springfield College. scoring two runs to move ahead by Goss, their top reliever,
of U. Hartford, despite being somearm throughout the game. Mjke Last year, Trinity upset the Division a 4-1 margin. However, this was preserve the win. Goss had .au|-what shorthanded. A number of
just me
the start
of a seesaw .cpmcsi.
contest. in the ballgarne in the eight" ; ^ g
Goss pitched well in picking up the II Chiefs in Hartford, so they were jusi
sian oi
players were unable to attend the
save. Offensively, Peter Martin rap- expecting a very hard-fought con- Springfield pushed across four runs and neatly worked himself 0U^QW_
contest due to previous commitped out three hits, while Mike Elia test this time. The Bantams struck in the fifth inning to chase Gasi- no out, bases-loaded jam.
^
ments, including Captain Frank
and Nick Bordieri collected two first as Todd Dagres drove in Peter orowski, and take a 7-5 lead. The ever, Springfield reached him ^
Netcoh. Trinity humiliated the
apiece. Despite the victory, Trinity Martin with the first of two runs in Bantams made up this deficit in the three runs to tie the score
Hawks earlier in the season (24-4),
managed only eight hits as the Ban- the inning. Springfield came back in seventh inning by scoring three
continued on page W
but they knew their opponents

Baseball Team Rebounds
with a Successful Week
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